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IN BRIEF 

This volume of the LLE Review covers the three-month period October- 
December 1992. On 18 December, the OMEGA Laser Facility fired its last shot. 
It will be decommissioned during the next quarter to make room for the OMEGA 
Upgrade Laser Facility. This volume deals with two areas of interest for the 
OMEGA Upgrade, the development of advanced x-ray and neutron diagnostics 
and the development of long-pulse (> 1-ns) laser sources. The first three articles 
discuss the development of time-dependent diagnostics. The development of an 
x-ray framing camera is described and measurements of the high-voltage pulse 
propagation in the camera are presented. Time-resolved and time-integrated 
neutron diagnostics for the OMEGA Upgrade are then discussed. Two schemes 
for the generation of >I-ns laser pulses are presented. Finally, the activities of 
the National Laser Users Facility and the GDL and OMEGA laser facilities 
are summarized. 

Highlights of the research reported in this issue include 

The use of gated microchannel-plate detectors as high-speed framing 
cameras in laser-driven inertial-confinement fusion (ICF) experiments is 
described. Using an array of pinholes to image the target, detectors 
capable of generating up to 16 individual frames with -90-ps resolution 
on a single laser shot are now in routine use. 

The picosecond propagation characteristics of avoltage pulse in amicrochan- 
nel plate, used in x-ray framing cameras, were measured electro-optically. 
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The signal propagation velocity and dispersion, the line characteristic 
impedance, and the substrate dielectric constant were measured. 

A new streak-camera diagnostic for directly time-resolving thc neutron 
burnwidth for ICF implosions is presented. The techniquc uses the (n, p )  
reaction in CH2 to convert the neutron signal to a proton signal, which 
is proximity coupled to a CsI secondary electron emitter and subsequently 
recorded with a standard LLE large-format, x-ray streak camera. 
This technique can also be extended to high-speed, microchannel-plate 
framing cameras. 

The planned time-integratednuclear diagnostics for the OMEGA Upgrade 
includeb'line-of-sight," single-hit detectors to measure the ion temperature 
and activation diagnostics coupled with rapid-extraction mechanisms. 
The longest-path ion-temperature diagnostic will he housed in a separate 
building outside the OMEGA Upgrade target chamber. 

Pulse-width control of laser oscillators through the use of intracavity, 
Fabry-Perot etalons is described. Pulses of 7-ns duration with no temporal 
modulation have been generated. The cxpcrimental measurements are in 
good agreement with the simple theory presented. 

The generation of long laser pulses (>I ns) with arbitrary temporal shapes 
using spatial masking is described. An initially chirped pulse is spectrally 
dispersed within a grating pair and a binary rnask is used to generate long 
pulses with short rise times. 
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Dr. Mark Skeldon, Scientist, is shown adjusting an intracavity Fabry-Perot etalon, 
which is used to produce up to 7-ns laser pulses from a regenerative amplifier. 



Section 1 
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
DEVELOPMENTS 

1.A High-Speed, Gated X-Ray Imaging 
for ICF Target Experiments 

The development of high-speed, gated x-ray imaging is of continuing interest in 
laser-driven, inertial-confinement fusion (ICF). High-gain ICF schemes require 
that the fuel capsule be compressed to high densities while maintaining a high 
degree of symmetry. Typical in-flight shell velocities during capsule implosions 
are in excess of lo7 cm/s; so in order to maintain a spatial resolution of 10 pn 
or less with minimal motional blurring, x-ray gate times less than 100 ps are 
required. In this article data recorded using existing framing cameras with 90-ps 
time resolution are presented. This design has been further advanced to develop 
an even faster camera we believe is capable of producing multiframe x-ray 
images with sub-40-ps time resolution. 

A number of framing-camera schemes have been proposed for producing 
high-speed gating of x However, the detector now used most widely for 
diagnosing laser-driven implosions, both on the OMEGA laser system at the 
University of Rochester's Laboratory for Laser Energetics (LLE) and on the 
NOVA laser at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), is based on 
the high-speed gating of a proximity-focused microchannel-plate (MCP) device. 
Much of the work described here results from a collaboration between LLE and 
LLNL. Figure 53.1 shows a schematic of such a device. An incident x-ray image 
or spectrum is converted to a photoelectron replica by a gold photocathode 
coated onto the front of the MCP. These photoelectrons are directed down the 
channels of the MCPand amplified only when a voltage is applied. The amplified 
image is then proximity focused onto a phosphor screen on a fiber-optic faceplate 
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Fig. 53. I and then recorded either on film or a CCD camera behind the phosphor. In our 
Schematicofamicrochannelplatex-raycamera. detectors the phosphor is typically 0.5 mm behind the MCP and is biased to 
Electrons are multiplied through the MCP by +3 kV. For gating applications, the gold coatings on the front and back of the 

and are then Onto the MCPare made to form a microstripline, theglass of the MCP being the dielectric. 
phosphor by voltage Vph. A high-voltage pulse propagated along this microstrip will then result in 

localized gating of the MCP wherever the voltage is applied. The extreme 
nonlinearity of electron gain in an MCP as a function of applied voltage (the gain 
is proportional to v9 for a LID = 40 MCP, where LID is the ratio of a channel's 
length to its diameter) means that the resultant "shutter time" is significantly less 
than the width of the applied voltage pulse. 

The high-voltage, high-speed pulses needed to gate the MCP's are produced by 
the reverse breakdown of avalanche  diode^.^,^ Similar pulses can be obtained by 
using photoconductive swi tche~,~ but the need for a synchronized ultrafast laser 
pulse to trigger them makes them less practical for use on current ICF experiments. 

The need to be able to project high-magnification (> 1 Ox) images of imploding 
targets onto the detector sets a minimum width for the microstrip line coated on 
the MCP and hence a maximum value for its impedance. The lower the 
impedance the higher the power-output requirements from the high-voltage 
pulser. Multiple microstrip lines coated on a single detector create an even 
greater power requirement. Early designs attempted to reduce these gating 
power requirements by coating four open-ended strips onto the MCP and using 
the open circuit reflection to double the input pulse.9 However, this scheme has 
the disadvantage that the voltage doubling only occurs over a distance equivalent 
to half the voltage pulse width from the open circuit and is nonuniform for any 
pulse shape other than a square top. 

An arrangement that has been widely used to date is that of a single-meander 
or serpentine microstrip line as shown in Fig. 53.2. The 6-mm-wide, 12.5-R line 
is fed by a 1 -kv, 150-ps pulse generated by a pair of synchronized avalanche- 
diode pulsers.Apinhole array projects 14 separate x-ray images of the target onto 
the channel plate. Each image is gated on and off in turn as the voltage pulse 
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propagates along the microstrip. The intcrframe time is -50 ps and is obtained 
simply from the distance between images (7.5 mm) divided by the electrical 
pulse propagation velocity (1.52 cm/100 ps). The shutter time of this instrument 
has been measured to be -90 ps by illuminating the whole MCP with a non- 
imaged 20-ps x-ray burst from a short-pulseNOVA shot and measuring the width 
of the resultant gated image. The advantages of the meander ~nicrostrip 
arrangement are that the single strip requires much lcss power to drive than three 
separate strips and that it is a simple system with fixed interframe times. 
However, dispersion and peak voltage loss are worse with the longer striplo (the 
dc resistance of the strip is -2 R), and the presence of slight voltage reflections 
from the comers make flat-fielding difficult. The total time delay between the 
first and last image on this device is -650 ps, which is an ideal window for 
implosions on the 600- to 700-ps OMEGA laser, but may not bc adequate for 
laser systems with longer pulses. 

~ icrochannel  plate 

Fig. 53.2 
Mul tiframe imaging x-ray framing camera based on a single-meander microstrip design. 

Experimental Results 
Figure 53.3 shows an example of the data recordcd from the implosion of a 

deuterium-filled glass shell of 240-pm diam with 5-pm wall thickness directly 
driven by the OMEGA laser. The diagnostic was filtered by 25 pm of beryllium 
providing sensitivity in the spectral region above 1 keV. The initial images in 
Fig. 53.3 show x-ray emission from the glass shell, heated by the laserirradiation. 
As time progresses the shell begins to implode and the ring of emission becomes 
smaller. By the eighth or ninth frame, core emission from the center of the targct 
becomes visible and begins to dominate as the implosion continues. 

The success of ICF depends on the ability to maintain a high level of drive 
uniformity throughout the implosion. Perturbations seeded by either target or 
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irradiation nonuniformities may grow during the implosion with potentially 
catastrophic effects on capsule performance. One of the main applications of 
gated imaging is that it allows us a means of checking the accuracy of hydrocode 
predictions. This is achieved by comparing time-resolved measurements of the 
effect of intentionally applied perturbations with those predicted by simulations. 
One of the simplest perturbations to apply to an imploding target is that 
corresponding to the Legendre e = 1 mode. This can be generated by driving one 
side of the capsule harder than the other. An experiment in which a framing 
camera was used to monitor the development of an intentionally imposed ! = 1 
mode is described in Ref. 11. 

Time .) 

on 
late 

Fig. 53.3 A slightly more complex perturbation, which demonstrates the usefulness of 
Slightlyoverexposedimagefromthemultiframe gated imaging rather well, is the imposition of an ! = 3 mode on the capsule. 
camera showing the implosion of a glass Figure 53.4 shows the arrangement of OMEGA beams on target, as seen from 
microballoon. The overexPosure allows the one of our serpentine framing cameras. For the purposes of this experiment. the 

thecOatedregionof the beams were split into four horizontal groups, labeled A to D from top to bottom 
plate to be seen. of the target. The perturbation was applied by increasing the incident energy in 

group A while decreasing it in groups B and D. This was predicted to put most 
of the perturbation into (-modes 1 and 3. The raw images from one of the shots 
in this experimental series are shown in Fig. 53.5. In this case a distortion of the 
limb becomes noticeable by the second frame and continues to grow throughout 
the implosion. Emission from the core is visible by the eighth frame. It is 
somewhat off-center by this point as a result of the ! = 1 component of the 
perturbation, and as the implosion progresses, it moves off even further. The shell 
distortion can be seen more clearly in Fig. 53.6, in whichan enlarged view of four 
of the images is shown together with an overlay denoting the original shape and 
size of the target. The magnitude and growth rate of the B = 3 perturbation on a 
spherical surface are best seen by replotting the images as a series of radius- 
versus-azimuthal-angle images, as in Fig. 53.7. Here, the growing distortion on 

-- 
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the imploding shell can be seen more clearly, as can the offset and position of the 
imploded core. (In this type of plot, a centralized undistorted core would be seen 
as a bright band across the bottom of the image.) Two-dimensional simulations 
of this experiment were carried out with ORCHILI usingexperimentally measured 
values for the initial perturbation. Comparisons of experimental and code results 
are shown in Fig. 53.8, in which we have plotted the growths of the Legendre 
coefficients of the 1 = 1 and C = 3 modes as a function of time. In both cases there 
is good agreement between experiment and simulation for both the size and 
growth rate of the individual modes. 

Fig. 53.4 The two experiments referred to in the preceding sections both imposed 
Diagram showing the on-target positions of the long-wavelength nonuniformities, which are typical of thoseexpected from laser 
centers of the 24 beams of OMEGA as seen by power-imbalance considerations, to drive a perturbation on a uniform (for 
the framing camera. The dashed lines and long-wavelengthmodes) imploding sphere. 1n arecent experiment,12  lendi inning 
parenthesesdenotebeamsobscuredby and co-workers reported on an experiment in which a uniform laser beam was 

uqed to accelerate a mass-modulated planar foil. The diagnostic used was similar 
to the one described in Fig. 53.2, but since thedrive laser was -3 ns in length, four 
separately driven microstrips were used to provide an adequate time window. 
The Rayleigh-Taylor growth in both the linear and nonlinear phases of a range 
of single-mode perturbations from 20 pn to 100 pn was measured and compared 
to two-dimensional code simulations. 

Higher-Speed Gating 
There is a continuing need for even faster gating than the 90-ps frame times 

available on the current cameras. Unfortunately, because of electron transit-time 
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Fig. 53.5 
Framing-camera image showing implosion of 
glass microballoon with intentionally applied 
drive nonuniformities in the L = 1 and ! = 3 
modes. 

Fig. 53.6 
to + 388 ps to + 485 ps 

Enlargement of four of the frames from Fig. 
E6 129 

53.5. The whitecircle shows the o r~g~na l  posltlon 
of the target 

effects, this cannot be achieved by merely sending a shorter voltage pulse into 
the MCP microstrip on the current cameras. When the electron transit time 
through the MCP is small compared to the duration of the voltage pulse. the gate 
time depends simply on the voltage pulse width and is shortened because of the 
scaling of MCP gain with applied voltage. (This factor is approximately 113 for 
a Gaussian voltage pulse in an LID = 40 MCP, where the gain is proportional 
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to + 339 ps to + 388 ps to + 436 ps 
Fig. 53.7 
Selection of individual frames from Fig. 53.5 E6131 

replotted in terms of rad~us  versus azimuthal 
angle. 
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Fig. 53.8 to v ~ . ) ~  However, when the voltage pulse width becomes comparable to, or less 
Comparison of  experimental data with an than the electron transit time (which is the case for all our detectors), it is no 
ORCHID simulation (solid line) showing the longer possible to extract all of the secondary photoelectrons during the applied 
growth of the Legendre e =  and P = 3  voltage pulse, and a time-dependent model for the electron gain has to be 

and refer the l e f t  and 'ght hemispheres u~ed.~?'"his model indicates that the minimum achievable gate time then 
of individual images. becomes a fixed fraction of the transit time, typically between 112 and 113. The 

electron transit time can be expressed as T = ( m / e ~ ) " ~  L(L/D)'/~, where m is the 
electron mass. This equation shows that faster gating should be achievable by 
using higher voltages, decreasing the MCP thickness, or by reducing the aspect 
ratio of the MCP pores. However, channel-saturation effects7 restrict the 
maximum voltage that can be usefully applied to - 1 kV for the LID = 40 plates. 
At this voltage the transit time is 247 ps for the 0.5-mm-thick plates used in the 
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serpentine cameras and the fastest gate time is around 90 ps. Reductions in the 
MCP thickness and channel aspect ratio have, however, proven more fruitful. 
In off-line tests, gate times of 50 ps have been recorded using thinner ( 2 5 0 - p  
thickness) plates14 and measurements with 65-ps duration voltage pulses 
on 200-pm thickness, reduced aspect-ratio (LID = 20) plates indicated that 
sub-40-ps gating was a c h i e ~ e d . ' ~ ~ ' ~  In both these cases, very narrow (typically 
1.5- to 2-mm) and hcncc, high impedance (15- to 2 5 4 )  microstrips had to be 
used to maintain sufficient voltage on the detector. Off-line measurements of the 
voltage-pulse duration are described in the following article. 

We have now been able to construct a full-size detector using a 200-p-thick,  I 
I 

LID = 20 microchannel plate. In order to maintain the -6-mm-wide microstrip 
format usedin thecurrent generation of cameras (necessary for high-magnification 
imaging of large targels), we have had to use a 6-R line, which places severe 

I 

demands on the output of the pulser. It is also necessary to use a multistrip 
(four-strip) format as it would not be possible to propagate the high-voltage, 
60- to 80-ps pulse along the full length of the long meander strip.The pulse is fed 
onto the strip through a 50- to 6-Q tapered stripline.16 The high-voltage pulse 
used to gate the device was generated using an adaptation of the avalanche-diode 
circuit used for the serpentine cameras and is shown in Fig. 53.9. The main 
changes to the circuit are that two diodes are now used to produce a higher output 
voltage and that the diodes are now used in a shunt format as opposed to the series 
configuration used in thc earlier pulsers.'7 The main advantage of the shunt 
configuration is that any precursor to the main gating pulse will be of opposite 
polarity to it, and that it also helps to generate a faster rise time on the pulse itself. 
The pulsergenerates a 2700-V, 80-ps negative pulse into 50 Q, which reduces to 
75&800 V by the time it reaches the microstrip on the MCP. '~  Since the output 
from an LID = 20 microchannel plate is much lower than for an LiD = 40 plate 
(gain is proportional to v ~ . ~  instead of v9), an additional LID = 40 plate was 
placed behind the gated plate and run with dc bias to boost the total output from 
the detector. 

To test the temporal resolution of the device, 202-nm-wavelength pulses from 
a 3-ps, frequency-tripled dye laser were focused through an expanding-lens/ 
cylindrical focusing-lens pair to produce a uniform line focus along the length 
of an individual microstrip.15 Although the photoelectron energy distribution 
produced from the UV light is different from that produced by x rays, it is 
assumed that the gate time, which should be dominated by secondary electron 
processes, will be the samc in both cases. The pulse to the MCP was triggered 
by a low-jittcr system capable of less than 30-ps jitter. Output images from the 
device were recorded on a Photometrics CCD camera lens coupled to the 
phosphor. The temporal response of the gated detector is measured from the 
spatial extent of the output image along the microstrip, divided by the electrical 
pulse-propagation velocity as shown in Fig. 53.10. 

The gated plate was operated with a variety of rcverse-bias voltages. The 
voltage applied to the dc platc could be adjusted to maintain a suitable light- 
output levcl at the phosphor. The reverse bias was applied to reduce the effective 
temporal width of the electrical pulse. Figure 53.11 shows a CCD image from a 
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pulse in which a 300-V reverse bias was applied to the plate. The dc plate voltage 
was 700 V and the phosphor-acceleration voltage was 3.3 kV. Also in Fig. 53.11 
we have displayed a lineout through the image; the time scale has been corrected 
for the measured electrical-pulse-propagation velocity of 1.52 cm/100 ps. This 
shows a somewhat asymmetric pulse with a slightly slowerrise than fall time and 
a FWHM of 37 ps. No noticeable change in the gate width was observed when 
the reverse bias was increased to 425 V, but a decrease in reverse bias to 200 V 
caused a slight increase in the gate width to 44 ps. 

Summary 
X-ray framing cameras, based on the high-speed gating of microchannel 

plates, are now in routine use on laser-driven ICF experiments. Devices capable 
of generating up to 16 frames with -90-ps temporal resolution have been used 

Fig. 53.9 to diagnose the development of intentionally applied perturbations in laser- 

Schematic showing the multikilovolt pulser driven targets. New devices, based on thinner, reduced-aspect-ratio MCP's, are 
used to gate the high-speed camera. now capable of similar performance with 40-ps resolution or better. 
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Fig. 53.1 1 
Imageof line focus recorded by the gatedcamera. 
The lineout shows that the FWHM of the gate 
is 37 ps. 
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l .B Characterization of Microchannel-Plate Detectors 
for High-Speed, Gated X-Ray Imaging by 
Electro-Optic Sampling 

A widely used device for diagnosing laser-driven, inertial-confinement-fusion 
experiments is based on the high-speed, x-ray gating of a proximity-focused 
microchannel-plate (MCP) detector.] This device was described in article 1 .Aof 
this volume. The MCP is a nonhomogeneous airlglass dielectric medium that 
provides extremely high (nonlinear) electron gain. For gating applications, a 
microstrip line (see Fig. 53.1, article 1 .A of this volume) is fabricated by coating 
a I -  to 6.55-mm-wide, 500-nm-thickAu/Cu center conductor on the front and a 
500-nm-thick Au/Cu ground plane on the back of the MCP. A short (< 100-ps) 
high-voltage pulse is propagated along this microstrip, resulting in a localized 
gating on the MCP wherever the voltage is applied (Fig. 53.12). Obviously, the 
exact knowledge of the pulse-propagation characteristics (e.g., propagation 
velocity, attenuation, bend-induced dispersion, etc.) is critical to the optimal 
design of the MCP x-ray detector and correct analysis of the obtained experi- 
mental data. 
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Fig. 53.12 
Experimentally measured waveforms sampled before and after the pulse entered the MCP 
serpentine bend. The input pulse was -100 ps wide. 

In this article, we present a picosecond characterization of the MCP microstrip 
detector. Our measurements were performed using the electro-optic sampling 
system described in detail in Ref. 2. Briefly, a photoconductive switch was 
illuminated with -140-fs-wide laser pulses (h  = 750 nm), produced by a 
commercial (Mira 900), mode-locked, Ti:A1203 laser. The switch was formed in 
a microstrip transmission-line configuration and was coupled to the MCP 
microstrip line. This arrangement produced 20- to 100-ps-wide electrical pulses, 
which were launched onto the MCP transmission line. The propagated pulses 
were externally sampled at different positions along the line with a LiTa03 finger 
probe positioned near the conductor edge. 

We have found (see Fig. 53.12) that - 100-ps-wide pulses propagated along 
the microstrip serpentine transmission line without any significant attenuation or 
pulse distortion. On the other hand, shorter pulses exhibited substantial 
degradation, even before entering the first bend. Figure 53.13 shows 
the -20-ps-wide waveforms sampled at intervals of 2.54 mm along the MCP 
detector. We observed that in this case the signal rise time increased as the 
waveforni propagatedalong the line, indicating signal dispersion. Simultaneously, 
the peak voltage of the propagating pulses decreased. 

The measured electrical transients allowed us to deterniine the signal amval 
time, taken to be the midpoint of the rising edge. Based on our measurements, 
we calculated the signal-propagation velocity, which varied from 0.52 to 0.65 
of the speed of light, depending on the line dimensions and MCP porosity. 
The propagation velocity, in turn, allowed us to determine the line-characteristic 
impedance and the relative dielectric constant, which was found to range 
from 2.464.08. 
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Fig. 53.13 
Experimentally measured waveforms sampled every 2.54 mm. The input pulse was 
-20 ps wide. 

In conclusion, electro-optic sampling was applied, for the first time, in the 
characterization of MCP x-ray detectors, used in diagnosing laser-driven fusion 
implosions, both on the OMEGA laser system at LLE and on the NOVA laser at 
LLNL. We have shown that the transient characteristics of the MCP microstrip 
can be readily extracted from our waveform measurements, providing important 
information about the MCP detector operation. The described experiments also 
demonstrated the feasibility of very accurate time-domain characterization of 
millivolt-level picosecond signals propagating on very-low-impedance 
microstrips, such as those often found in GaAs microwave devices and Si-based 
superconducting digital circuits. 
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l.C Neutron Streak- and Framing-Camera Diagnostics 
for ICF Implosions 

High-fidelity, time-resolved measurements of the neutron flux from the implosion 
of DT- andlor DD-filled capsules have been a challenging problem for the 
international inertial-confinement-fusion (ICF) community. A measure of the 
neutron production rate can provide valuable information on the quaIity of the 
implosion, such as the confinement time of the plasma. A time-resolving neutron 
detector is generally used to measure the neutron-production rate since the 
neutron is the fusion product most likely to escape the burn region and the target 
without further interaction, thus preserving temporal information. The neutron 
energies are 14.1 MeV and 2.45 MeV for DT and DD fusion reactions, 
respectively, and typical fusion burnwidths are in the range of 100-300 ps. In this 
article we report on a new streak-camera diagnostic for directly time-resolving 
the neutron burnwidth for ICF implosions. The technique uses elastic scattering 
of the neutrons in CH2 to convert the neutron signal to a recoil-proton signal, 
which is proximity coupled toaCsl secondary electron emitter and is subsequent1 y 
recorded with a standard LLE large-format, x-ray streak camera. Baseline 
requirements for the neutron detector include the following: directly measured 
time resolution better than 20 ps; should be positionable to less than 5 cm from 
the capsule tominimize the transittime spreadcaused by the velocity distribution 
of the neutrons (this depends on the neutron source temperature); incorporate 
an optical or x-ray timing fiducial to establish burn time to within f 20 ps; should 
be capable of recording on the same shot the time histories of both the primary 
DD and the secondary DT neutrons (the secondarylprimary yield ratio is 
typically 1 %). Further, the instrument needs to be shielded from the background 
of y rays. and thermalized and inelastically scattered neutrons originating from 
nearby diagnostics and the target chamber itself. 

Three independent techniques have been used to measure the neutron 
burnwidth. The first is a neutron streak camera incorporating a U02  photo- 
cathode.'-6 u~~~ has a fission cross-section of 1.1 b for 14.1-MeV neutrons, 
which is equivalent to a lle absorption length of 37 cm in U02. The cross section 
for 2.45-MeV neutrons is 0.55 b. The basis of this technique is the large number 
(>300) of secondary electrons generated in the U 0 2  layer by the fission 
fragments.' These secondary electrons have an energy <20 eV and an energy 
spread FWHM <6 eV, which makes their detection amenable to standard streak- 
tube electron optics with a time resolution better than 20 ps. However, U02 
photocathodes suffer from a lack of sensitivity. The photocathode thickness is 
typically 1-3 ym because of the small range of the fission fragments (< lo  ym); 
therefore, the number of fission eventslneutron is <lo-? This has led to the 
proposal andor development of some complex, large-area photocathode, 
streak-tube designs that can be positioned close to the neutron source. 1 , 2 $ 6 ~ h e s e  
designs can be inefficient (by filteringfor a narrow electron-energy spectrum) in 
collecting the numerous secondary electrons emitted from the U02  photocathode, 
as typically only a few electrons need to be recorded to unambiguously detect an 
event above the background. Recording 50-1 00 electrons per fission event only 
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serves to limit the dynamic range of the streak tube and does not enhance the 
sensitivity of the detector. Of relevance to this article is the improvement in the 
secondary electron spectrum when the U02  was overcoated with a thin layer 
of C S I . ~  

A second method for recording fusion bumwidths is to use a neutron- 
damaged GaAs photo conductor^ These small detectors trade off size and 
therefore sensitivity (active volume to absorbneutrons) for bettertime response. 
GaAs detectors (1 x 1 x 3 mm in size) mounted in a 50-R transmission line have 
demonstrated an impulse response of 60-ps FWHM, but when coupled to a 
6-GHz oscilloscope, the time resolution degraded to 130 ps. 

The third technique for measuring the neutron flux is to couple the output 
from a fast scintillator or other neutron-to-light converter to an optical streak 
camera. This type of detector is currently being used on the GEKKO XI1 laser 
facility at 0saka9 and also on the NOVA laser facility at L L ~ L . ~ ~ ~ d v a n t a g e s  of 
these detectors are (1) the small size of the light converter allows it to be 
positioned < 1 cmfrom the fusioncapsule and (2) the streakcameracan be placed 
at a distance from the neutron source where it can be effectively shielded from 
the radiation background. Coupling to the streak camera is via an optical-fiber 
bundle or an optical-telescope relay system. The main drawbackfor the technique 
is that the impulse response of the converter (which may not be accurately 
known) must be deconvolved from the signal. Time resolution appears to be 
limited to about 50 ps. 

In this article we present a fourth method for measuring the neutron flux from 
ICFcapsules. Our detector is a standardlarge-format, LLE x-ray streak tube with 
a photocathode consisting of a 2500-A layer of CsI on a 12.7-pm Be foil, which 
is backed with a 1-mm-thick piece of polyethylene (CH2, density 0.91 g/cm3). 
With this streak camera we have successfully recorded the neutron flux from the 
implosion of a DT-filled glass microballoon yielding 3 x 101° neutrons, at a 
photocathode-to-target distance of30 cm(Fig. 53.14).Thebasis of this technique 
is the generation of recoil protons by elastic scattering of the neutrons in CH2. 
Cross sections in hydrogen are 0.7 b for DT neutrons at 14.1 MeV and 2.6 b for 
DD neutrons at 2.45 MeV, which are equivalent to neutron l/e absorption lengths 
in CH2 of 18.3 cm and 4.9 cm, respectively. The recoil protons are forward 
directed and upon traversing the CsI will lose some of their energy to the 
electrons in the solid, which in turn generate low-energy secondary electrons. 
The energy spectrum of the secondary electrons is a characteristic of the photo- 
cathode material and not of the energy nor type of the primary excitation source. 
Therefore, the streak tube operation is identical to that for recording x-ray 
signals. The Be foil is simply a conductive substrate for the CsI layer, and a 
different metal foil may be used to moderate or filter the proton energy spectrum. 

In the remaining sections ofthis article we present calculations of the impulse 
response of the neutron streakcamera, followed by adiscussion of the experimental 
results. Finally, we describe a proposal to apply the recoil-proton, radiator 
photocathode technique to the high-speed framing cameras described in the 
previous articles. 
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Fig. 53.14 
Neutron streak-camera recording of the x-ray 
and 14.1-MeV neutron signals from the 
ilnplosion of a DT-filled glass microballoon. 
Photocathode-to-target distance was 30 cmand 
the yield was 4 x 10'0. The structure of the 
photocathode isalsodetailed. The small rectangle 
on the right-hand side is caused by x rays 
transmitted through the photocathode and the 
anode aperture and recorded directly on the 
streak-tube phosphor. The source of the signal 
immediately following the x-ray timing fiducial 
is unknown at this time. 

Photocathode Response 
In the limit that the ratio of the neutron absorption length to CH2 layer 

thickness is large, the production rate of the recoil protons by neutron-elastic 
scattering will follow the neutron pulse shape. Therefore, the impulse response 
of the neutron streak-camera photocathode can be estimated by considering the 
elastic scattering as a simple binary collision and following the trajectories of the 
recoil protons, integrating over energy, direction, and initial position. The 
energy-angle dependence of the protons is given by the formula 

where Ep is the proton energy, En is the neutron energy, and 8 is measured from 
the forward direction. The recoil protons (whose energies range from zero to the 
incident neutron energy) arenot time resolved andrecordeddirectly by the streak 
tube; instead, the recorded signal is produced by the low-energy secondary 
electrons generated by the energy loss of the protons in the thin CsI layer. 

Proton-energy loss data as a function of proton energy can be obtained for 
most materials by interpolation in readily available tables of dE1d.x values." 
Given the proton energy-losscurves for the relevant materials, it is straightforward 
to numerically integrate the proton equation of motion and calculate the time, 
energy, position, and velocity of the recoil protons as they exit a slab of material. Y 

We assume simple nonrelativistic ballistics for the proton and do not include any 
secondary processes that may introduce straggling, a broadening in the angular 
and energy distributions. Neither subsequent interactions of the scattered neutrons 
nor proton-induced x-ray emission is included. 
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f The neutron-sensitive photocathode response is determined from a histogram i 
(by number and/or energy deposited) of the time and spatial position of the 
energy loss of the recoil protons in a 1000-A-~s1 layer. The initial proton-energy 
spectrum is flat. The protons are produced uniformly throughout a 1 .0-mm-wide 
slab of CH2 whose thickness is less than or equal to the maximum proton range, 
3.0 mm and 122 pm for 14. I-MeV and 2.45-MeV protons, respectively. Only 
those proton trajectories that intersect the 1 .0-mm-wide photocathode slit are 
counted. The proton time-of-flight is corrected for the neutron time-of-flight 
from the initial position of therecoil proton to the CsI 1ayer.The impulse response 
and the point-spread function (PSF) of the photocathode weighted by energy 
deposited are presented in Fig. 53.15, for a range of CH2 thicknesses over a 
12.7-pm-thick Be substrate. Since the distribution of energy deposited per 
proton is fairly narrow (for detecting either DD or DT neutrons), the response 
calculated by number of events detected is essentially identical to that presented 
in Fig. 53.15. This implies that the secondary-electron current is linearly 
proportional to the neutron production rate. 

DT neutrons 1 
J 

* DD neutrons -DD neutrons 
l I I . I I  

Time (ps) Position (mm) 
E6328 E6330 

Fig. 53.1 5 
(a) Temporal response of the neutron streak- 
cameraphotocathode to an impulseof 14.1-MeV 
and 2.45-MeV neutrons. The photocathode 
consists of a 1000-A-CSI layer on a 12.7-pm-Be 
foil, which is backed with a 122-pm-CH2 layer 
for the DD neutrons and 0.5 mm, 1 .O mm, and 
2.0 rnm of CH2 for the DT neutrons. (b) Point- 
spread function for the same photocathode. 

The temporal response to the DD neutrons is less than 2 ps and the maximum 
extent of the PSF is 30 pm. Nineteen percent of the protons produced in the 
122-pm-thick CH2 layer are detected in the CsI layer. The average energy of 
the protons entering the CsI layer is I .0 MeV, and the average energy deposited 
per proton is 5.0 keV. The DT neutron response varies as expected with 
increasing CH2 thickness; the sections nearest the BeICsI layers contribute most 
efficiently. The overall detection efficiency of the protons produced in the CH? 
layer drops from 58% to 46% to 3 1 % as the layer thickness increases from 
0.5 mm to 1.0 mm to 2.0 mm. The temporal response increases marginally to 
23 ps with CH2 layer thickness, as does the maximum extent of the PSF to 
850 pm. The average energy of the protons entering the CsI layer is 8.0 MeV, and 
the average energy deposited per proton is 1.75 keV. The response of the photo- 
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cathode to 14.1 MeV neutrons can be improved by replacing the 12.7-pm-Be 
substrate with a 100-pm-thick Au layer to moderate the protons. Temporal 
response is reduced to 10 ps and the extent of the PSF to 550 pm; however, the 
sensitivity also decreases by a factor of 2. We quote maximum values for the 
responses to hedge for the contribution of straggling effects, which are signifi- 
cant for large energy loss andlor low proton energy at the range limit.12 These 
effects will be worse for detecting DT neutrons than for DD neutrons as the 
recoil-proton range is much larger. Simple estimates for the magnitude of the 
effect of straggling may be obtained by artificially modifying the energy loss in 
the CH2 as the proton slows down. Low-energy stragglers are created by 
increasing the dEldx values. This decreases the proton range and actually 
improves the photocathode response. High-energy stragglers have a longer 
range in the CH2 and can double the temporal response and the PSF for a 2.0-mm- 
thick CH2 layer; the responses with a 0.5-mm-thick CH2 layer are degraded by 
about 50%. Replacing the Be substrate with a 1 00-pm-Aufoilreduces the effects 

I 
of straggling in the CH2 layer to negligible magnitudes. For a DD neutron 
detector the degradation of the temporal response by energy straggling will not 
be worse than 8 ps-the stopping time for a 2.45-MeV proton in CH2. 

A simple estimate for the quantum efficiency of the CsI layer to the recoil 
protons can be made as follows. It has been shown experimentally that for 
protons (with energies ranging from 10 keV to tens of MeV) bombarding thin 
metal foils, the secondary-electron yield is proportional to theelectronic stopping 
power within an accuracy of 10%.13 dE1d.r includes all the processes that 
contribute to the energy transferred to the electrons in the solid, which then 
cascades into secondary electrons. The forward-surface, secondary-electron 
yield for metals (Yf) is approximately 

where dEldx is measured in keV1pm. The secondary-electron yield for proton 
bombardment of insulators is about ten times higher than for metals.14 This 
can be understood because the secondary-electron mean-free paths are larger 
in insulators than in metals. Using the tabulated values of dEldx to calculate 
the proton energy loss and a factor of 30 for the ratio of the secondary-electron 
yieldsfor CsItoAu (asmeasuredforx rays in the few-kevregionI5), weestimate 
that the number of secondary electrons emitted per event is 5-10 for DTneutrons 
and 15-25 for DD neutrons. The overall detection efficiency for DT neutrons is 
about a factor of 8 higher than for DD neutrons, mainly because of the largerratio 
of the recoil-proton range to neutron cross section. 

Experimental Results 
The direct-drive target implosions were carried out using the 24-UV-beam 

OMEGA laser system. Typical parameters for the series of high-yield target 
experiments were 850 J to 1350 J in a 600-ps-FWHM Gaussian pulse delivered 
to a 320-pm-diam, I .  l -pm wall-thickness target filled with a 10-atm equimolar 
mixture of DT gas. These experiments produced 14.1-MeV neutron yields in the 
range of 3 x 101° to 1 x 10' I .  Afew DD gas-filled targets were also imploded but 
the highest DD neutron yield for this series was lo9 and no signal was observed. 
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Experimental results including the details of the neutron streak-camera 
photocathode are presented in Fig. 53.14. The streak record shows the bang-time 
x-ray emission followed 4.9 ns later by the DT neutron-generated recoil-proton 
signal. The neutron signal is clearly observable above the background level, 
which consists of some very bright speckles superimposed on a fairly uniform 
pedestal, outlined by the edge of the 40-mm-diam microchannel-plate (MCP) 
image intensifier. The neutron signal through the Be substrate is marginally 
brighter than through the Ta substrate; calculations predict a difference of 16%. 
Similarly, the section with 2.0 mm of CH2 is predicted to be 37% brighter than 
the section with the 1.0-mm thickness. The streak speed for these preliminary 
experiments was 430 pslmm at the output screen, to allow recording of a signal 
from the slower DD neutrons (13 ns after the x-ray signal). Although the slow 
streak speed severely limits the time resolution for the streak camera, there is a 
weak indication that the neutron signal recorded through the Ta substrate is 
slightly shorter than through the Be foil. A lineout through the reduced data is 
presented in Fig. 53.16. The high-energy, x-ray signal (filtered for E > 6 keV) 
is narrower than the 175-ps-FWHM neutron signal. The source of the emission 
peak 1 ns after the x-ray signal is unknown at this time. It is also present for non- 
neutron target shots and could perhaps be caused by x-ray fluorescence from 
plasma blow-off hitting the nose cone of the instrument. 

E6337 Time (ns) 

Fig. 53.16 The speckle noise in the recorded streak data is indicative of channel 
Lineout of the x-ray bang-tirne signal followed saturation in the MCP. Whether this is because of neutrons or yrays interacting 
4.9 ns later by the neutron-generated signal. with the MCP itself, or with the streak-tube phosphor screen, and when it occurs 
The source Of the peak at t =  2.5 ns is unknown (ns or ys after the implosion) needs to be investigated further. Similarly, the cause 
at this time. of the broad pedestal on the streak records needs to be resolved. Since the speckle 

is always positive valued, it can be easily removed. We use an algorithm that 
takes line segments in the spatial direction, calculates the average and standard . 
deviation 0, and then replaces pixel values that exceed the average by more than 
30 with the average. This technique just clips the peaks and doesn't affect the 
time resolution of the streak record. Typically, two or three passes across the data 
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set are sufficient. Median or Fourier transform-filtering techniques would 

Fig. 53.17 

smooth out both the valleys and the peaks and thereby compromise the time 
histories. The broad pedestal is subtracted from the data after removing the 
speckle. As the streak camera is moved closer to target, the speckle noise will 
increase in the same ratio as the neutron signal and remain bothersome. 
Eventually the speckle and the pedestal will become problematic as they use up 
the available dynamic range of the recording system. To overcome this we are 
currently working on a new, small-diameter, large-aspect-ratio, streak-tube 
design that will allow us to get within 5 cm of a direct-drive target, and allow 
shielding to be placed between the neutron source and the phosphorlintensifier 
recording system. 

Framing-Camera Neutron Detector 
The concept of using a recoil-proton radiator as part of the photocathode 

in a neutron detector can also be applied to high-speed framing cameras 
(Fig. 53.17). These cameras use <loo-ps duration, kilovolt electric pulses 
propagating along gold microstrip lines coated onto microchannel plates to 
generate 37-ps-duration frame times as described in articles 1 .A and 1 .B of this 
v o l ~ r n e . ' ~ ~ h e ~ ~ ~  layer for suchadetector would be in contact with the channel 
plate to minimize any time dispersion introduced by proton time-of-flight across 
a gap. The recoil proton would generate secondaries in the gold layer, which I 

extends a channel diameter or so down the channel, or in the top surface layers 
of the channel itself. These secondary electrons are either quickly reabsorbed on 
the channel walls or, if the electrical pulse is present, accelerated down the 
channel and amplified. Sensitivity could be enhanced by a coating of CsI on the 
microstrip line. We don't anticipate any significant degradation of the voltage 
pulse on the strip line by having the proton radiator in contact. 

Concept for a neutron-sensitive framing camera 
as a detector to measure both the primary and Although the time resolution of the detector is limited to the frame time, the 

secondary burnwidths. or, when coupled to an advantage of using this type of detector is the increased sensitivity available with 

array ofneutron microscopes, todo time-resolved a larger area sensor. The propagation speed of the electrical pulse down the strip 
neutron imaging of the core. line is 7 mrn135 ps. If the plate is tilted such that the electrical pulse propagation 

Expanding shells of neutrons are Voltage 
emitted from the imploded target. 

Voltage / / 
pulser Secondary 

array / /  
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direction is at4S0 to the neutron velocity vector, the effective area per resolution 
element is 7 mm * sin 45" * width (7 mm) or 35 mmvsee Fig. 53.17). The plate 
is tilted to simplify synchronization of the gating pulse to the neutron signal; the 
time window is the length of the projection of the strip onto the neutron velocity 
vector divided by the neutron speed. At 45", a 40-rnrn-long plate has a synchro- 
nization window for DT neutrons of 550_+200 ps, depending on whether the 
electrical pulse propagation direction is toward or away from the target. The 
multiple strips available on the plates can be individually timed to allow 
overlapping frames or to detect primary- and secondary-neutron signals, which 
come at different times. With apairof framing cameras separated by about 30cm, 
one can conceive of performing ion-temperature measurements. The Doppler 
broadening of the DT neutron pulse is given by17 

where d is the target-to-dctector distance and T, is the DT ion temperature. One 
just requires a resolvable broadening of the neutron pulse during the transit time 
between the pair of detectors. Another intriguing application of this technique is 
to take advantage of the narrow PSF for detecting DD neutrons and develop a 
high-speed, multiframe, neutron-imaging detector. The imaging could be 
accomplished with an array of penumbral-aperture,'8 or ring-aperture 
microscopes. Time-resolved neutron imaging should be possible for DD neutron 
yields >1012. 

The noise background with the framing-camera detector will potentially be 
less than for a streak-camera system because the gain element is on for a very 
short duration. In comparison, streak-camera intensifiers are generally active for 
0.5 ms and integrate the long, low-lcvel background signals. 

Summary 
We have demonstrated a prototype neutron streak camera capable of directly 

time-resolving the fusion-reaction bumwidth with an estimated time resolution 
<20 ps for DTneutrons and < 10 ps for DD neutrons. The sensitivity of our recoil- 
proton radiator, close coupled to a CsI sccondary-electron emitter, is comparable 
to detectors, based on coupling the emission from plastic scintillators to optical 
streak cameras, and orders of magnitude better than U 0 2  photocathode-based 
detectors. The recoil-proton energy loss in the CsI layer follows the neutron 
production rate directly; there are no long-decay-time fluorescence emissions to 
deconvolve. Calculations indicate that the detector is about eight times more 
sensitive for recording DT neutrons than DD neutrons, making it favorable for 
recording primary- and sccondary-neutron burnwidths on the same shot. We 
have also presented a concept for applying recoil-proton radiator photocathodes 
to high-speed framing cameras. 
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1.D Nuclear Diagnostics for the OMEGA Upgrade 

The OMEGAUpprade 60-beam glass laser facility, currently under construction 
at the University of Rochester, will be capable of symmetrically illuminating 
a direct-drive ICF target with 30 kJ of highly spatially uniform, temporally 
pulse-shaped, 35 I-nm 1ight.l The OMEGA system currently employs several 
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diagnostics to measure the flux and energy spectra of neutrons emitted from the 
target. These measurements have enabled us to infer fuel ion temperature, and 
fuel and shell areal density. Analysis of data from nuclear diagnostics has 
provided many insights into the performance of laser-fusion targets. 

The Upgrade will include a full array of neutron diagnostics and will be 
constructed with special provisions to increase the usability and accuracy of the 
nuclear instrumentation. 

In the previous article. the development of time-resolved neutron diagnostics 
was discussed. In this article we describe the time-integrated neutron diagnostics 
planned for two out of the 32 total diagnostic ports on the OMEGA Upgrade. One 
of these ports (the "line-of-sight" port) will have a plastic collimator mounted 
to it that will provide a low-scattered-neutron location for several short-path 
(2- to 4-m) time-of-flight detectors. These detectors will be used primarily to 
measure ion temperatures for high-yield (>lo7) DD fuel-target experiments. 
(Fig. 53.18). A path through this collimator is available for long-path (20-m), 
time-of-flight instruments that are to be housed in a separate building outside of 
the target-bay shield wall (Fig. 53.19). This wall serves as a I-m-thick second 
collimator for this diagnostic building. The neutron-diagnostic building and 
target bay have provisions for the attachment of a flight tube to minimize the 
effects of neutron scattering along the latter part of the flight path. We are 
currently planning radiation-transport analysis to optimize the design of the 
collimators for this system. The instruments in the diagnostic room will be used 
to measure DT and DD ion temperature and DD secondary spectra. 

/ Target chamber 

Plastic collimator Target 
0, 

----_ 

. -- u/ 
h TO neutron 

diagnostic room 

* 

, 
E6356 time-of-flight diagnostic$ 

Fig. 53.18 Neutron spectra will be measured to infer fuel-ion temperature and, through 
A first collimator for time-of-flight neutron measurement of the secondary reaction products,2 fuel areal density. The 
diagnostics will be mounted on the target primary instruments used to measure neutron spectra are single scintillator/fast 
chamber. photomultiplier combinations ("currentv-mode detectors), and arrays of 

scintillators and photomultipliers operated in "single-hit" mode. The current- 
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Fig. 53.19 mode detectors (described in previous issues of the LLE Review3) have limited I 
A neutrondiagnostic room is being constructed accuracy at low neutron yields because there are few detected events in the 
that will provide a time-of-flight path length necessarily small scintillator volume. Increasing the size of the scintillator 
of 20 m. 

1 
reduces the time resolution because of multiple light reflections within the 
scintillator crystal. For this reason, ion temperatures at low neutron yields and 
secondary neutron spectra will be measured using amulti-detector array technique 
dcvcloped at LLNL.~  We have developed and tested a 96-channel prototype 
of the array planned for the Upgrade facility.5 Typical ion-temperature data for 
this array are shown inFig. 59.20. Asingle-hit array is currently being constructed 
that consists of 960 photomultiplier plastic-scintillator detectors. For each 
channel the time of arrival of the neutron event is recorded, creating an energy 
histogram. We also record the amplitude of the signal received in each channel, 
both to enable operation as a large current-mode detector and for amplitude- 
based timingcorrections(Fig. 59.21). The neutron-diagnostic room wasdesigned 
specifically to house this large detector array and two to three current-mode 
detectors and their associated electronics. 

The other diagnostic port allocated for neutron instrumentation will contain 
activation diagnostics and a rapid extraction mechanism for target debris 
collection (Fig. 59.22). Neutron yield from the primary branch of the nuclear 
reaction for DD or DT fuel will be measured by indium and coppcr activation, 
respectively. Because the gamma spectrometers (counters) for these activation 
detectors are located in a low-background shielded area beneath the target 
chamber and because of the possibility of dangerous levels of radioactivity in the 
target chamber after a high-neutron-yield target experimcnt, automatic drop 
systems will be constructed to transport the activated samples from the target 
chamber to the counters (see Fig. 59.23). Measurement of activated target debris 
collected during a target implosion has been used to measure shell areal density6 
and fuel areal density? A rapid extractor will bc constructed to remove collected 
target debris from the vacuum of the target chamber to the counting area beneath 
the target chamber. The transport system will be capable of moving the sample 
to the counting area in under 30 s, to enable counting of short half-life isotopes. 
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MEDUSA data 
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Fig. 53.20 
Ion temperature data from the prototype (96-channel), single-hit detector agrees with 
current-modedetector. 

1.5"@ x 3" 1 HV 

Burle 
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Fig. 53.21 We have three detectors for gamma spectroscopy: a large (25 cm x 25 cm) 
Analog-to-digitalconvertersandtime-to-digital sodium iodide detector for high-sensitivity, low-resolution requirements, and 
COnverters provide amplitude and time data for two high-purity germanium detectors for high-resolution spectroscopy. 
each of the 960 channels of Upgrade MEDUSA. 

A measurement of the response function of the previously mentioneddetectors 
to single neutrons is essential for unambiguous unfolding of the measured data. 
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Fig. 53.22 
A chamber will contain activation diagnostics and a radiation-chemistry collector 
extractor. 

Activation, radiation chemistry, 
acquisition and target preparation 

y - \  

Experimental / \ Dual hpGe detectors 
control and 

data (ceiling) \ 
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Fig. 53.23 A calibration facility capable of producing 2.45-MeV (DD) and 14.1 -MeV (DT) 
Activated material will be analyzed in a neutrons is essential. We have begun a collaboration with SUNY Geneseo to 
low-background counting room beneath the construct a calibration facility capable of producing sub-5-ns bursts of neutrons 
target chamber. from the Geneseo 2-MV VanDeGraff accelerator. Short bursts of neutrons are 

highly desirable since the effects of neutron scattering in the accelerator. 
experiment room, and surrounding materials may then be eliminated by time 
gating of the signal from the detector under calibration. This VanDeGraff is 
capable of stable operation at accelerating voltages as low as 100 kV, which is 
important to the optimization of neutron yield in each calibration pulse, since the 

26 
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neutron-production cross sections peak in this energy range. A buncherlchopper 
beamline has been designed by National Electrostatics Corporation that will 
produce sub-5-ns pulqes at a 4-MHz repetition rate. The target room for the 
VanDeGraff was designed for neutron production experiments and has the 
neccssary size and shielding for unambiguous calibration of all our planned 
detectors. The 25-mile distance to the Geneseo campus and ready availability of 
operating time on the accelerator is a great advantage in rapid turnaround of 
calibration data. 

In summary, we have taken steps to ensure that the neutron diagnostics for the 
OMEGA Upgrade will meet the needs of the laser-fusion program at LLE. 
Dedicated target-chamber ports and aneutron flight path will allow control over 
the scattered-neutron cnvironment in the remote diagnostic room. Diagnostics 
that require the higher neutron yields expected from the Upgrade, such as the 
single-hit detector array to measure secondary neutron energy spectra, are now 
being designed. Diagnostics currently on OMEGA are being redesigned for the 
Upgrade target chamber and for remote operation in the case of dangerous levels 
of radioactivity in the target bay. Finally. the availability of a reliable calibration 
facility at SUNY Geneseo is a great asset in the careful characterization of all the 
neutron detectors. 
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l .E Temporal Pulse-Width Control of the OMEGA 
and GDI, Laser Oscillators 

Flexibility in shaping thc temporal profile of the optical pulses applied to laser- 
fusion targets is a goal for the OMEGA Upgrade. There are several schemes 
proposed to provide this flexibility. The scheme implemented on OMEGA 
and currently being implemented on GDL involves producing an optical pulse 
with a laser oscillator and then modifying the temporal profile of this pulse 
outside the laser oscillator. The final temporal profile depends critically on the 
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input temporal profile to the pulse-shaping apparatus; that is, it depends on the 
temporal profile of the pulse out of the laser oscillator. The temporal profile of 
a pulsed laser depends on the detailed parameters of the laser cavity and 
intracavity components. Pulse-width control of the current laser oscillators is 
accomplished through the use of intracavity Fabry-Perot etalons2 

On the current OMEGA laser system a short pulse of approximately 70-ps 
FWHM is produced in acontinuous-wave (cw), mode-locked laser and injected 
into a regenerative amplifier (regen). In the regen the pulse width is stretched 
with an intracavity Fabry-Perot etalon and amplified to the millijoule level. The 
output of the regen is then given a steep rising edge by triggering a fast Pockels 
cell, which removes energy from the beginning of the pulse.3 In GDL, two regens 
will be used to produce the main and foot pulses. The two regens will be seeded I 

from the same cw mode-locked laser to maintain synchronization of their output { 

pulses. The two regens differ mainly in the width of their output pulses. The 
individual pulse widths of the main- and foot-pulse regens will again be 
controlled by intracavity Fabry-Perot etalons. Until now, little success has been 
had in analyzing the temporal-mode structure of a laser incorporating one or 
several etalons. 1 

The Fabry-Perot Etalon 
An interferometer consisting of two plane-parallel reflecting surfaces 

constitutes a Fabry-Perot etalon. The steady-state operation of a Fabry-Perot 
etalon is well kn0wn.j For cw input the series of partial waves emitted from 
an etalon can be summed in closed form to obtain the Airy formula. Concepts 
such as the free spectral range and the finesse of the etalon are then well defined 
and can be derived from the Airy formula. When using short pulses or pulses with 
temporal or phase modulation, a transient analysis is necessary. A rigorous 
treatment of the transient response of an etalon requires the use of linear 
systems theory.5 

When a wave is incident on a plane-parallel etalon, a series of partial waves 
are transmitted as well as reflected from the etalon. When an etalon is inserted 
into a laser cavity, it is adjusted so that its surface makes a small angle with the 
beam lasing in the cavity. If one of the laser end mirrors is flat, tilting the etalon 
will not misalign the laser cavity in principle since the transmitted waves from 
the etalon exit the etalon parallel to the input wave regardless of the magnitude 
of the tilt angle (albeit with some slight translation). On the other hand, the 
reflected partial waves from the etalon are reflected at a small angle (twice the 
tilt angle) to the incident wave. The reflected waves from the etalon will 
eventually be blocked by a limiting aperture in the laser cavity and will be 
prevented from lasing. For this reason, in the following analysis we only need to 
consider the transmitted waves through the etalon. The analysis, however, can 
easily be modified to include aresonant reflector where the reflected waves from 
the etalon contribute to the laser oscillation. 

By the superposition principle for electric fields, the partial waves that exit 
from an etalon must be added coherently to determine the total output field. This 
is a linear process, and hence, an etalon comprises a linear system that can be 
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analyzed using the formalism of linear systems theory.5 TO determine the output 
of a linear system we need to calculate the impulse-response function of the 
system. The impulse-rebponse function of an etalon can be determined by 
calculating the output of the etalon for a delta function input 6(t) at time equals 
zero. The impulse-response function of an etalon having thickness d, surface- 
amplitude transmissions yl and y2, and surface-amplitude reflectivities r ,  and r~ 

is given by6 

where 2 = dn cos0Ic is the transit time through the etalon, c is the speed of light 
in vacuum, n is the refractive index of the etalon substrate, k is the wave number 
(if the radiation has some finite spread in time then k is interpreted as the wave 
number at the central wavelength of the associated bandwidth), 0 is the angle 
between the normal to the etalon surface and the incident beam, andR = rlr2 and 
r = yl y2 with r = 1 - R. The output of the system is given by the convolution 

m 

EOut ( t )  = h(t)  * Ein (r) = I h(a)Ein (t - a) d a  
-m 

(2) 

of the input field Ein(r) with the impulse-response function. Performing this 
operation gives 

m 

E,,, ( t )  = r z R1" exp(i2mkc.t) Ein (t - 2m.t) (3) 
m=o 

for the temporal profile of the output optical field. This equation represents the 
operation of an etalon on an input optical field to produce an output optical field. 

For the special case when Ein is constant, that is for cw input, the summation 
in Eq. (3) can bc performed in closed form and the result leads to the Airy 
formula. The physical interpretation of Eq. (3) is straightforward in terms of the 
coherent summation of partial waves and is given in the 1iteratu1-e.~ 

For the more general case when the input to the etalon ib an optical pulse, that 
is E,,(t) has some temporal profile, the output temporal profile from the etalon 
again consists of an infinite coherent summation of partial waves. As seen in 
Eq. (3), each partial wave consists of the input field, translated in time by the 
etalon round-trip transit time, with amplitude progressively reduced by the 
reflectivity of the etalon surfaces. For a pulse whose width is of the order of the 
etalon transit time, severe pulse distortion will occur in the output from the 
etalon. Figure 53.24 shows the calculated output-intensity temporal profile from 
an etalon with an input Gaussian-intensity temporal profile having a FWHM 
pulse width equal to theetalon single-pass transit time. Theetalonin thiscase has 
surface-intensity reflectivities of 80%, andit is assumed that all partial waves add 
in phase so that the phase term in Eqs. ( 1) and (3) is unity. In general, the output 
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E6229 Etalon transits 

Fig. 53.24 of anetalon is stretchedin time witha right-left asymmetry in the pulse shape and 
 heo output-intensityprofilefromanetalonwith with some degree of temporal modulation, as illustrated in Fig. 53.24. The 
an input Gaussian-intensity profile having a temporal modulation and the right-left asymmetry have been observed in the 
FWHM pulse width equal lo lhe etalo* single- output of a regenerative amplifier and are discussed in the experimental section. 
pass transit time. 

In a regenerative amplifier with an intracavity etalon, a short pulse (short 
compared to the laser-cavity round-trip time) is injected into the laser cavity and 
makes many round trips in the cavity. This pulse is amplified and operated on by 
the etalon during each pass in the laser cavity. The temporal profile of the pulse 
in the cavity can be calculated after each pass from Eq. (3) given the input 
temporal profile to the etalon. The output profile from the etalon after each pass 
becomes the input profile to the etalon for the next pass. Knowing the injected 
pulse temporal profile, the process can be iterated for each laser-cavity roundtrip 
to determine the final output temporal profile of the regenerative amplifier. If the 
final pulse width emitted by the regenerative amplifier is comparable to the 
regenerative-amplifier cavity round-trip transit time, then the effects of the 
regenerative-amplifier cavity on the pulse width must be taken into account. 

Etalons Inside a Laser Cavity 
An intracavity etalon can be used to increase the pulse width emitted by a 

regenerative amplifier. If the temporal pulse width of the radiation in the 
regenerative-amplifier laser cavity becomes of the order of the laser-cavity 
round-trip time, then the effect of the laser cavity itself must be taken into 
consideration. This can be accomplished by calculating the impulse-response Y 

function for a single pass or for a round trip through the laser cavity including the 
etalons, and then iterating this for each pass or laser-cavity round trip as 
previously described. 

\I 

To calculate the impulse-response function for a round trip in the laser cavity 
we begin by tracing a delta-function input around the laser cavity in a round trip. 
We decompose the laser-cavity round-trip operation into space propagation and 
the operation of the etalons. The laser-cavity round-trip propagation is shown 
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schematically in Fig. 53.25 as five separate operations. The operations with their 
impulse-response functions are hLl (t) for propagation from the end mirror to the 
etalon and through the etalon for propagation over an optical distance L1. h,,(t) 
for the operation of the etalon, hL2(t) for propagation from the etalon to the end 
mirror and back to the etalon and through the etalon for propagation over an 
optical distance L2, h,(t) for the second operation of the etalon, and hL3(t) for 
propagation back to the first mirror over a distance L3. If we cascade the 
previously mentioned operations (the convolutions can be performed in any 
order) we obtain the impulse-response function corresponding to a round trip in 
the laser cavity given by 

Fig. 53.25 The impulse-response function corresponding to propagation over the optical 
The impulse-response function corresponding distance L is given by 
to around trip in  alaser cavity with an intracavity 
etalonrepresented as acascadeoffiveoperations 
in  the laser cavity. 

where zL is the propagation time over the optical distance L, and arepresents the 
linear amplitude gain or loss in the propagation. Equation (4) with Eq. (5) for the 
individual space propagations and Eq. ( 1  ) for the operation of the etalon gives 

m m 

(m+!) h, (t) = r,r2 exp(ikL) x x R exp[i2~cs(m + P ) ]  ~ [ t  - 7,: - 2r(m + i ) ]  (6) 
P=o m=o 

for the system impulse-response function, where T,.= rlcr2cyl,:i~ the product of 
the laser-cavity end-mirror amplitude reflectivities r , ,  r2, and amplitude 
transmission ylcof the laser-output coupler, L = LI + L2 + L3 is the total round- 
trip optical distance in the laser cavity (including etalons), 7,. = z l  + z2 + z3 is 
the laser-cavity round-trip time, and the remainder of the variables are defined 
as in Eq. (3). The output of the system after one laser-cavity round trip is then 
given by 

m m 

E )  = r2 exP(ikL) x R("'+') exp[i2kcr(m +!)I E,, [r - r, - 2r(m + f ) ]  (7) 
P=o m=o 
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in terms of  the input to the system and the appropriate variables as defined 
previously. Often times it i s  necessary to insert two etalons in the laser cavity. 
With a straightforward extension o f  the preceeding procedure we obtain the 
expression 

for the output o fa  regenerativeamplifier with twoetalons. [Equation (8) assumes 
a "cold cavity" with no gain. When operating in the small-signal gain region o f  
the laser and for an injected pulse having a narrow bandwidth compared to the 
gain bandwidth, the gain will only affect the amplitude o f  the output pulse and 
not the temporal profile. This i s  a good approximation for the experiments 
described in the experimental section.] In Eq. ( 8 )  there are two summations for 
each etalon since the etalons are double passed in one laser-cavity round trip. 
Further generalizations to a laser cavity with several etalons are straightforward. 
Note that the no-etalon case corresponds to the Z,, m , ,  i2, and n12 = 0 term in 
Eq. (8) .  This term reduces to Eq. ( 5 )  and corresponds to propagation over the 
round-trip distance L in the laser cavity. where L becomes twice the laser-cavity 
length and 7,. becomes the laser-cavity round-trip time with kL the accumulated 
phase on a round trip. For the case when the final pulse width i s  o f  the order of  I 
the laser-cavity round-trip timeorlarger, the oscillatorcondition requires that the 
phase shift on a round trip through the laser cavity be an integer multiple o f  
2n (i.e., kL=p2n forpan integer). For optimum injection in this case, we require 
[hat the laser-cavity length be an integer multiple o f  the center wavelength o f  the 
in.jected pulse into the regenerative amplifier and that the etalon be tuned for 
maximum transmission at this wavelength. 

Thermal Sensitivity 
To determine the temperature sensitivity o f  a regenerative amplifier with an 

intracavity etalon we examine the thermal-mechanical properties o f  the etalon. 
When a regenerative amplifier i s  aligned, the etalon is angle tuned such that the 
partial waves from the etalon all add in phase. I f  the temperature drifts after the 
initial alignment, the operation o f  the etalon changes and an effective loss will 
be introduced into the regenerative-amplifier laser cavity. Both the index o f  
refraction n and the etalon thickness (4, depend on temperature. The exact 
treatment o f  the temperature sensitivity of  a regenerative amplifier with an 
intracavity etalon is complex. To approximate the temperature sensitivity o f  an 
etalon we examine the change in the output field'[given by Eq. (3)] for a small 
change in temperature. I f  we allow the output field represented by Eq. ( 3 )  to 
depend on temperature and expand the optical path length in the etalon about AT 
(keeping only the lowest-order terms), then the field at a slightly different 
temperature T + AT can be approximated by 
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m 

{ [ d(nde) AT E t - 2 m ~ )  . (9) E,,,(t, T + AT) = r R~ exp i2mk nd, +- 
m=o dT 11 

Here we have only considered the change in the phase relationship of the partial 
waves exiting the etalon and have neglected the change in transit time T in the last 
factor of Eq. (3). This small change in temperature causes the small change 
[d(nd, ) /d~]  AT in the single-pass optical path length through the etalon. If the 
single-pass optical path length through the etalon changes by one-half wavelength, 
then the etalon will tune through one free spectral range. The temperature change 
required to change the bandpass of the etalon by one free spectral range is then 
given by 

For a 4-mm fused-silica etalon n = 1.45, lld, d(d,)ldT = 0.55 x ~o-~/"c ,  
dnldT= 10.3 x ~ o ~ ~ / " c , ~  and for h = 1053 nm we get AT = 1 1.9"C to tune the 
etalon through one free spectral range. This value has been verifiedexperimentally 
and is discussed in the next section. 

Experiment 
Verification of the preceeding theory has been performed through a series 

of experiments with intracavity etalons. A set of fused-silica etalons having 
50% reflecting surfaces and varying thicknesses were tested in a regenerative 
amplifier. The surfaces of the etalons were coated in two coating runs (one per 
surface) to ensure uniformity of the reflective coatings among the etalons. The 
etalons were temperature controlled to within O.l°C in order to stabilize their 
properties. An Nd:YLF regenerative amplifier was seeded with a 70-ps-FWHM 
pulse from a cw mode-locked Nd:YLF laser. Pulses from the cw mode-locked 
laser were injected into the regenerative amplifier by polarization coupling off 
the regenerative-amplifier intracavity polarizer. At the peak of the gain profile of 
the flash-lamp-pumped Nd:YLFrod, a pulse was locked into the laser cavity by 
rapidly changing the state of the laser-cavity Q-switch in less than the laser- 
cavity round-trip time. Once locked in the laser cavity, the injected pulse 
experienced gain and was operated on by the intracavity etalons during each 
successive round trip in the laser cavity. The 50% reflecting end mirror of the 
regenerative amplifier was used as an output coupler. The injected pulse made 
several round trips in the laser cavity, after which a Q-switched, mode-locked- 
type pulse train was emitted with pulses in the pulse train separated by the laser- 
cavity round-trip time of 13 ns. The buildup time of the laser cavity (i.e., the time 
between when the pulse is locked into the laser cavity until the pulse is emitted 
by the laser cavity) was measured to determine the number of round trips that the 
injected pulse made in the laser cavity. 

The buildup time of the regenerative amplifier could be changed by varying 
the gain in the laser rod. Decreasing the gain causes the buildup time to increase, 
and conversely, increasing the gain causes the buildup time to decrease. Figure 
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Fig. 53.26 
Theoutputpulse width ofaregenerative amplifier 
with 4-mm intracavity etalon plotted versus the 
number of round trips the injected pulse makes 
in the laser cavity. The solid curves correspond 

53.26 shows the FWHM output pulse width of the regenerative amplifier versus 
the number of round trips that the injected pulse makes in the laser cavity for a 
4-mm etalon. Also shown in this figure is the left-half width at half maximum 
(left HWHM) and right-half width at half maximum(right H WHM) foreachdata 
point. The left HWHM is the half width of the beginning of the pulse and the right 
HWHM is the half width of the end of the pulse. The solid curves in the figure 
correspond to the previously mentioned theory with the uppercurve corresponding 
to the FWHM of the pulse, the center curve corresponding to the right HWHM 
of the pulse, and the lower curve corresponding to the left HWHM of the pulse. 
Note that afterjust one round trip in the laser cavity the pulse develops a left-right 
asymmetry in the pulse temporal profile indicating a sharper rising edge than 
falling edge. This is as expected from the discussion on the operation of a single 
etalon. This asymmetry persists but does not change significantly as the number 
of round trips in the laser cavity increases. 

to a calculation of the pulse FWHM (upper 
curve). right HWHM (middle curve), and left 
HWHM (lower curve). The left- and right-half 
widths show the asymmetry in the pulse profile. 

0 30 60 90 120 
E623 I Cavity round trips 

Figure 53.27 shows the output pulse width of the regenerative amplifier 
versus the etalon thickness for the set of etalons. All measurements in Fig. 53.27 
were taken with the same buildup time corresponding to 27 laser-cavity round 
trips for the injected pulse. The solid curve in the figure corresponds to the 
previously mentioned theory with the appropriate experimental conditions. 

For a single, thick intracavity etalon (i.e.. the injected pulse width is shorter 
than the etalon transit time) severe temporal modulation is observed. Figure 
53.28 shows the output of the regenerative amplifier for the 25.4-mm etalon 
taken with a 4.5-GHz SCD5000 Tektronix digitizing oscilloscope and a fast 
vacuum photodiode (response time approximately 100 ps). The injected pulse 
made approximately 60 round trips in the laser cavity. For this case, the 70-ps, 
FWHM-injected pulse is shorter than the 123-ps etalon transit time. As seen in 
Fig. 53.28, the output of the regenerative amplifier has the temporal modulation 
expected from an iteration of Eq. (3) and as depicted in Fig. 53.24 for a similar 
case. Figure 53.29 shows a calculation of the pulse temporal profile for this case 
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Fig. 53.28 0.0 ---' 
'I he measured output-intensity temporal profile 0 5 10 15 20 
of a regenerative ampl~fier with a 25.4-mm E6233 T ime  (ps) 
intracavity etalon. The response time of the 
detect~on system was approximately 100 ps. 

Fig. 53.29 
Thecalculatedoutput-intensity temporal profile 
of a regeneratwe amplifier with a 25.4-mm 
~ntracavity etalon. The calculation used a 2-ps 
tlme resolut~on. 
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based on the previous1 y mentioned theory assuming that the etalon is tuned with 
all partial waves in phase and that the oscillator cavity condition is satisfied. The 
calculation was made with a 2-ps time resolution. The depth of modulation of the 
data in Fig. 53.28 is limited by the bandwidth of the measurement equiprnent. 

Toeliminate the temporal modulation shown in Fig. 53.28 a second intracavity 
etalon was used. Insertion of a 5-mm etalon in addition to the 25.4-mm etalon 
produced the output shown in Fig. 53.30 for the same experimental conditions. 
The envelope of the pulse in Fig. 53.30 shows the injected 70-ps-FWHM pulse 
stretched to 7-11s FWHM. Here the 7-ns pulse width is comparable to the 13-ns, 
laser-cavity round-trip time, and some pulse overlap effectscan be seen between 
pulses in the pulse train. The corresponding theoretical calculation can also be 
seen in Fig. 53.30. For thecalculation, 70cavity round trips were assumed, which 
corresponded well with the measured cavity buildup time. Also used in the 
calculation was a 1 .2-IT phase shift per round trip in the cavity. (The laser-cavity 
length was not controlled, and hence, a constant phase shift with arbitrary value 
between 0 and 27t occurred every cavity round trip. The assumed 1.2-IT phase 
shift per cavity round trip gave the best fit to the data.) Closer examination of the 

Fig. 53.30 
output pulse showed the temporal profile to be modulation free, both theoretically The measured and calculated output-intensity 

temporal profiles of a regenerative amplifier with 4-ps resolution and experimentally with the - 100-ps resolution limited by 

with a and a s.mm intracavity the bandwidth of the measurement equipment. We would expect no measurable 

The response time of [he detection system was modulation on even faster time scales: however, streak-camera measurements 

approximately 100 ps. The calculation used a with higher temporal resolution are planned. The 7-ns pulse width was not 
4-ps time resolution. limited and could, in principle. be stretched to any desired value. 

0 5 10 15 20 

~623.5 Time (ns) 

To produce repeatable laser output, the intracavity etalons were temperature 
stabilized and angle tuned to minimize the buildup time for the output pulse 
envelope. This corresponds to all partial waves orthe etalons adding in phase to 
maximize the transmission of the etalon and minimize the intracavity losses. If 
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spectral range as predicted by theory. Regenerative amplifiers having variable 
pulse widths have been implemented in OMEGA and GDL. All measurements 
agree well with the calculations made from that simple theory. This analysis 
lends itself to many other systems such as systems with resonant reflectors, 
multimirror cavities, etc. It can also be used for an injected pulse having an 
arbitrary temporal profile or phase modulation. 
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1.F Shaping of Nanosecond Linearly Chirped Pulses 

The importance of detailed laser pulse shapes in optical communications, 
ultrafast spectroscopy, and laser fusion has seen increasing recognition recently. 
Pulse shaping has traditionally been difficult to perform, and no approach has 
been entirely successful in achieving the goals of fast rise time, flexibility, 
stability, and contrast. Laser pulses have been shaped by performing techniques 
in time domain, frequency domain, or in a combination thereof.' Time-domain 
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pulse-shaping techniques, whichincludc gain saturation (or saturable absorption), 
acousto-optic, and electro-optic techniques, have been proposed for certain 
temporal modulations. Frequency-domain pulse ~ h a ~ i n g , ~ - ' l  which is accom- 
plished by using diffraction gratings, has the capability of producing a wide 
range of picosecond and femtosecond pulse shapes and has been used in both 
optical communications and ultrafast spectroscopy. 

In laser inertial-confinement fusion, rclatively long pulses with detailed pulse 
shapes are required to influence the fusion capsule's implosion dynamics.12 
Useful pulsc-shaping techniques should be able to provide both nanosecond 
pulses and flexible pulse shapcs. Time-domain, electro-optical pulse-shaping 
techniques, which have long been studied, have difficulty achieving 100-ps 
rcsponse times and accurately controlled flex~ble pulse shapes. Frequcncy- 
domain pulse-shaping tcchniques (bell known for their flexibility) therefore 
become the candidates for laser-fusion technological research. 

Frequency-domain pulse shaping, however, is usually applied to ultrashort 
pulses where their relatively broad bandwidths allow for easy separation of 
the frequency components of the laser beam within a reasonable distance 
(-1 m).5-" In laser fusion, because of other requirements such as beam 
smoothing13 and frequency conversion,14 the laser bandwidth must often be 
carefully limited. The difficulty of stretching and shaping a narrow-band, 
-60-ps laser pulse from a mode-locked oscillator to -10 ns has limited the 
application of spcctral pulse-shaping techniques in laser fusion.%kupsky er al. 
recently proposed a spectral-beam-deflection, pulse-shaping scheme using an 
electro-optical device toencode the laser beam with phase-modulated bandwidth 
for spectral pulse shaping.' The advantage of this scheme is that after pulse 
shaping the laser beam can bc sent into an inverse electro-optical device to 
remove the encoded phase modulation and narrow the bandwidth. This scheme 
would reduce the bandwidth concern of using spectral pulse shaping in laser 
fusion. However, appropriateelectro-optical devices are not yet available for use 
in this application. 

This article reports on the stretching and shaping of nanosecond linearly 
chirped pulses using an all-optical, passive, two-grating pulse-shaping 

We focus on the temporal response of a linearly chirpedpulse shaped 
by a unit-step spectral mask (a sharp edge at the spectral plane). The rise time is 
studied as a function of the laser bandwidth, frequency chirp, and the spectral 
resolution of the pulse-shaping system. Wc have also designed a lens system 
placed inside the two-grating pulse-shaping system to provide thc large effective 
grating separation and control the spectral resolution for the shaping and 
stretching of narrow-band pulses. Laser pulses are originally generated from an 
Nd:YLF mode-locked oscillator. A single-mode optical fiber is used to produce 
the required bandwidth. These pulses are then sent to the passive two-grating 
system for stretching and shaping. The benefit of the passive pulse-shaping 
system is its simplicity, flexibility, and reproducibility. The bandwidth concern, 
associated with very fast rise-timeapplications,can be solved by using Skupsky's 
scheme' oncc the active electro-optical device is available for bandwidth 
generation and reduction. 
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Basic Equations 
The fundamental frequency-domain pulse-shaping scheme was invented by 

E. B. Treacy in 1969.' Two parallel gratings were originally used for pulse 
compression or expansion. This scheme was later extended for pulse shaping by 
introducing a spectral mask and a retro-reflecting mirror after the grating pair.3 
Figure 53.31 shows a similar scheme with the use of transmission gratings 
operating in the Littrow configuration. The spectral angular dispersion 
r (= deldh) is generated when the laser beam passes through the first grating. 

1 

Beam 
Grating 2 splitter)-- 

- XI  A - - ---- - - - - - - _ _ _  - - - - _  - - - - _ _  
Grating 1 A2 Mirror \ 

I Spectral 

.'- 1 mask 
E6419 M(x) 

Fig. 53.3 1 
The basic pulse-shaping and stretching scheme. Two representative waves hl  and h2 
show the spectral dispersion and group delay. 

After the dispersive laser beam propagates a distance L, its spectral angular 
dispersion is cancelled by the second grating, which has the same groove spacing 
as the first grating but an opposite incidence angle. The grating pair spatially 
separates the frequency components of the input laser pulse. The phase and/or 
amplitude of these spectral components are then modified by a spectral mask. 
Upon returning through the grating pair, these modified spectral components are 
recombined to form the desired pulse shape. Two representative waves h l  and h? 
depict the spatial separation and group delay between different frequency 
components. Note that the distance traveled by the h l  component is longer than 
the distance traveled by the h2 component. This produces a linearly chirped 
pulse. Because of the linear relationship between frequency and time, a linearly 
chirped pulse can be shaped in the frequency domain and then mapped directly 
into the time domain. 

The function of the two-grating pulse-shaping system shown inFig. 53.3 1 can 
be expressed by one stretching function and one spectral-filtering function. The 
stretching function can be expressed as exp(iko~P202) in the frequency domain,' 
where o is the frequency shift from the central frequency o,, ko is 
the wave vector at central frequency o,, L is the grating separation, and 
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p = deldo = -(h2/2rcc)r describes the angular dispersion. The spectral-filter 
function for this system, with aGaussian beam of waist w, located at the spectral 
mask M(x), is7 

For the particular pulse-shaping scheme shown in Fig. 53.3 1, dxldo= PL. If we 
consider only the frequency-dependent terms, we can write the stretched and 
shaped pulse as 

where Ein(o) and EOu,(w) represent the input and output pulses in the frequency 
domain, respectively. Equations (1) and(2) are well studied in pulse compression 
and spectral pulse shaping. In this article we apply these two equations specifically 
to pulses with a large frequency chirp. 

Spectral pulse shaping can be represented more intuitively by using the 
following three parameters: the length spanned by all frequency components 
on the spectral mask h; the group delay AT between the limiting spectral 
components: and the spectral resolution N. For a laser pulse with a bandwidth 
AW = -(2nc/h2)~h passed through the grating pair as shown in Fig. 53.3 1, the 
spatial separation of the frequency components can be understood by the simple 
geometric relation 

This equation simply depicts the space-frequency relation dx/dm= DL forEq.( 1). 
The group delay introduced by the system (round trip) is 4Ax tanelc, 
where 0 is the grating angle in the Littrow mode. By using Eq. (3) and 
p = deldo = 2 tanOl(k,c), this group delay can be rewritten as 2k,,P2L~m. For 
an input chirped pulse Ein(o) =A,,(o) exp[iQi,(m)], whereAin(u) and$,,(@ are 
real functions, the total phase shift of the output shaped pulse shown in Eq. (2) 
is equal to 

and the total group delay of the output shaped pulse becomes2 

d2@(m) A. = [d2::io) + 2 k o ~ 2 L  AT = . --- 
dm' I 
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The spectral resolution N is related to the the parameter Ar and is defined as7 

where wo is the Gaussian bean1 waist at the spectral mask. It is important to note 
that as the beam waist wo approaches zero the spectral resolution approaches 
infinity, and the spectral filter function S(w) approaches exactly the same shape 
as the spectral mask M(x). 

Unit-Step Spectral Filtering 
To understand the space-frequency-time relationship in spectral pulse shaping, 

we focus on the case of a pulse with a large frequency chirp shaped by a sharp 
edge placed at the spectral plane; that is, shaped by a unit-step spectral mask 

The spectral filter function described by Eq. ( I )  can be solved as7 

where Aw is the input laser bandwidth, N is the spectral resolution, and 
Aw/AY= lI(PL) for the scheme shown in Fig. 53.3 1. The spectral filter function 
described by Eq. ( 7 )  is a smooth curve related to the error function. For an inpujl 
pulse with a uniform spectrum across the sharp edge, the function l ~ ( w ) l -  
describes the shaped power spectrum near the sharp edge. The rising edge of the 
power spectrum spans a spectral width AwlN. For the same spectral mask and the 
same input pulse, the shaped pulse described by Eq. ( 2 )  can be solved as 

I 
I 

where erf'is the complex error function and wo is the central frequency of the 
input laser. The time-space relation AT/& = [d2$(w)ldw2]l(dxldo) can be 
obtained by combining Eqs. ( 3 )  and (4) .  The phase a is defined as 

Later we will show that the parameter a is an indication of the intensity (energy) 
rippling of the shaped pulse. For an input transform-limited pulse, that is, 
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Fig. 53.32 
The temporal-response curves of linearly chirped pulses shaped by a unit-step spectral 
mask. Limiting spectral resolution (thick solid line, tan cx = 1 ) can reduce the intensity 
rippling but still retain a good rise time. 

shaped pulse without significant degradation of the rise time. Figure 53.32 also 
shows an important feature that at t = 0 the laser intensity rises to one quarter of 
its steady-state value and is independent of the parameter a. This was to be 
expected since half of the wavefront is obstructed by the spectral mask, the 
amplitude is halved, and the intensity drops to one quarter. 

To obtain square pulses, one can immediately extend the previous unit-step 
spectral-filtering results to a square spectral window 

By applying Eq. (8) a t x = x l  and subtracting the unit-step response at x=x2, the 
normalized laser intensity becomes 

Equation (14) shows that the time scales for both leading and trailing edges of 
the shaped pulse are equal to z,. As previously stated, one can adjust the spectral 
resolution N and the input laser bandwidth Aw to obtain a square pulse with the 
desired rise time z, but without temporal rippling. 
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Schemes for Narrow-Bandwidth Pulses 
Simple imaging systems caneffectively provide the required grating separation 

for narrow-band pulses and at the same time control the laser-beam diffraction. 
Figure 53.33 schematically shows our first pulse-stretching-and-shaping system 
for narrow-band pulses, which consists of a pair of transmission gratings, a lens 
system including one down-collimator and one up-collimator, a spectral mask, 
and a retro-reflecting mirror. Four lenses with focal lengths fl , f2 ,  f3, and f4 form 
the down-collimator and the up-collimator. Distances &, to t6 describe the 
relative location of the optical elements. The spectral angular dispersion of the 
laser beam I- (= d0ldil) is generated after passing through the first grating. The 

down-collimator magnifies the spectral angular dispersion from l- t o r n ,  where 
the magnification M is defined as 

The up-collimator magnifies the spatial separation of different optical frequencies 
and returns the spectral angular dispersion from Ml- back to I-. The spectral 
angular dispersion is then cancelled by the second grating, which has the same 
groove spacing as the first grating but an opposite incidence angle. Two 
representative frequency components, denoted as hl and A2, show the spectral 

e3 mask 

= f l  + f 2  = f3 + f4 

Effective grating separation: L = M2f3 + M ( f l  + f2 + f3 + f4 )  + e l  + e5 
E642 1 

Fig. 53.33 
One down-collimator and one up-collimator effectively provide the required large 
effective grating separation. The down-collimator magnifies the spectral angular dispersion 
from r to M r .  The up-collimator magnifies the spatial separation of different optical 
frequencies and returns the spectral angular dispersion from hiT back to T. The effective 
grating separation is L = + M(f1 + f2 +jj +f4)  + el + e5. with M = -flilf? = -f4/f3. 
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angular dispersion and the beam-size variation. Sincc thc distance traveled by the 
hl component is longer than the distance traveled by the h2 component, the 
output pulse will have a linear chirp. 

The imaging system between the two gratings can be described by the well- 
known technique ofABCD matrices. matrices are developed from 
geometrical optics where an optical ray traveling a distance L is described by - 

and passing though a thin lens of focal length f is described by 

The variables X I  and .r2 are the input and output transverse displacements from 
the optical axis, and x l '  and x2' are the slopes. In this manner we can obtain the 
spectral angular dispersion and the beam variation at the same time and can 
further apply the Huygen's integral to obtain the physical-optics results.17 The 
ABCD matrix for the first optical system is obtained by writing the matrix for 
each component and distance and then multiplying. The result is , ? 

where 

is the effective grating separation. Parameters e l ,  t 3 ,  and t5 represent the 
distances from the first grating to thedown-collimator, from thedown-collimator 
to the up-collimator, and from the up-collimator to the second grating, respectively. 
From Eq. (17) we know that the effective grating separation will be large if the 
magnification M is large. 

Our second pulse-stretching-and-shaping system, shown schematically in 
Fig. 53.34, consists of the same optical components as the first system but with 
a somewhat more complicated arrangement, where t l  = f l ,  E2 = , f l  +,f2 + A, 
t4 =,f3 +,f4. The laser beam leaving the first grating carries a spectral angular 
dispersion I?. The first lens, which is placed at a distance /iI = f l  away from the 
first grating, cancels the spectral angular dispersion of the laser beam and makes 
all frequency components parallel LO each other. Once thcse parallel frequency 
components pass the second lens ( f 2 )  the spectral angular dispersion of the laser 
beam becomes Ml- and is independent of the second lens position. We place the 
second lens at a distance e2 =, f l  +,f2 + A away from the first lens. The small lens 
displacement A is used to control the beam diffraction and put the Gaussian beam 
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waist on the spectral mask M(x). With this design the Fourier plane, which is 
formed by the beam waists of all frequency components, can be moved 
independently without affecting the spectral angular dispersion. The laser bcam, 
after propagating adistancc C3 away from the second lens, enters into a telescope 
formed by two lenses with focal lengthsf3 and f4. This telescope, similar to the 
up-collimator in the first system, magnifies the spatial separation of different 
frequency components and returns the spectral angular dispersion fromMT back 
to I-. The spectral angular dispersion is then cancelled by the second grating. The 
improvement of the spectral resolution caused by the displacement of the second 
lens can be understood by comparing the representative spectral components hl 
and h2 inFigs. 53.33 and 53.34.Figure 53.34shows asmaller Gaussianwaist on 
the spectral mask for each frequcncy component. 

splitter Beam P f, f4 Grating 2 
' 1  12 I /rn MI- h l  ;;'A 
I 1  n - r------- 

h2 -&6 
Grating 1 1 

Fig. 53.34 
The second spectral pulse-shaping scheme for narrow-band pulses: = ,fl and 
t2 = fl  + f2 + A. The second lens ( f 2 )  is moved back a distance A to put the bcam waist on 
the spectral mask. The spectral angular dispersion of the laser beam leaving the second 
lens is magnified to MT and is independent of the second lens position. 

The ABCD matrix for the second optical system is 

The effective grating separation becomes 

~ = ~ ~ e 3 + ~ ( . f i  + f i + f 4 j + ~ 5  . 
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From el  =fl = -Mf2 we know that Eqs. (17) and (19) are similar. The second opti- 
cal system can also provide large effective grating separation if the magnitude of 
the parameter M is large. The ABCD matrix in Eq. (1 8) can be decomposed as 

This is equivalent to a laser beam passing a lens with a focal length , f12/~ and 
propagating a distance L. 

We now apply the Gaussian beam analysis to our spectral pulse-shaping 
system as if the gratings were really separated a distance L . ~ '  For a collimated 
input beam, the second systemcanachieve significantly greater spectral resolution 
than the first. The axial position of the Gaussian beam waist of each frequency 
component in the second system is determined by the parameter A. To set the 
Gaussian waist on the spectral mask for a collimated input laser beam, the I 

t 
parameter A should be i 

where z = L + f 6  is the effective grating separation plus the distance from the 
second grating to the spectral mask, and :R = x- ,M, ,~/~  is the Rayleigh range of 
theGaussian beam nearthe spectral mask. Equation (20) is obtained by matching 
the wavefront radius of curvature : + :: / z (see Ref. 16) to the overall focal 
length of the system j j ' l~  [Eq. ( 1  8)]. The relation between the input-beam size 
M ' I  and the spot size on the spectral mask M I ,  can be obtained from a Gaussian 
beam analysis 

The spectral resolution of the system is limited by the laser-beam diffraction. 
For an input Gaussian beam with a beam waist wl at the first grating (collimated 
beam), the far-field diffraction half-angle is €Id= hlnwl .I6 when the laser beam 
passes through the first grating, a spectral dispersion angle O h -  r A h  is added to 
the laser beam. To obtain the best spectral resolution we relay the Gaussian beam 
waist to the spectral mask where the beam waist w, = U l n ~ , ~  = OdL [the limiting 
case z >> ;K for Eq. (21)l. In this case the spectral resolution N = rAUlw,  
approaches its maximum 

1 
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To increase the spectral resolution, one needs to increase the spectral dispersion 
angle Oh or decrease the diffraction angle 0,. Increasing the grating angular 
dispersion rand the laser bandwidth Ahincreases Oh. Increase of the input-beam 
size w., reduces Od. The input beam size wj, is limited by the diameter of the 
first grating. 

The system shown in Fig. 53.34 employs a novel way to obtain large group 
delay and high spectral resolution for narrow-band pulses. Figure 53.35 shows 
a multi-grating, folded-beam scheme in which a large group delay can be 
obtained with commonly available grating sizes. Two gratings in 67.5" Littrow 
mode are used as an example. The optical path traveled by the h1 component 
(solid line) is longer than that of the h2 component (dotted line) by an amount 
16 D2sin0, where D2istheclearaperturr vfthe second grating. For gratings with 
clear aperture D2 = 20 cm, the optical path difference between h i  and h2 is about 
3 m, which is equivalent to a 10-ns group delay. This grating arrangement can be 
used to replace the second grating in Fig. 53.34 to produce four-fold increase in 
the group delay. The spectral resolution can also be increased by a factor of 4 by 
replacing the first grating in Fig. 53.34 with the same grating arrangement as 
shown in Fig. 53.35, but with an opposite incidence angle. 

The pulse-shaping systems described previvusly can provide large group 
delay and high spectral resolution for narrow-band pulses, though the pulse- 
shaping ability of the system is still limited by the laser bandwidth. From theunit- 

Mirror 
m r ' G r ' d t i n g  

Fig. 53.35 
A multi-grating, folded-beam scheme prov~des a large group delay with available 
grating sizea. 
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step-response analysis we know that the fidelity of the mapping from the spectral 
mask to the temporal pulse shape is determined by the minimum response time 
~ , i , =  ~ ( A T I A ~ ) " ~ .  High spectral resolution allows the rise time T, to approach 
the minimum response time T,,,. However, the laser bandwidth A o  must be large 
enough, for a given group delay AT, to decrease T,,~, to the desired amount. 

Experiment 
The purpose of this experiment was first to show the rise time and the 

flexibility of the spectral pulse-shaping technique and, secondly, to demonstrate 
the feasibility of the scheme for narrow-bandwidth pulses. The experimental 
setup follows the two-grating pulse-shaping scheme shown in Fig. 53.3 1. For 
shaping narrow-band pulses, the lens system shown in Fig. 53.34 was used to 
provide a large effective grating separation. 

Figure 53.36 shows the details of the experimental setup for narrow-band 
pulses. A cw-pumped, mode-locked, Nd:YLF oscillator generates a 76-MHz 
train of -77-ps pulses at a wavelength of 1053 nm. These pulses are coupled into 
a 2-km, single-mode optical fiber to generate the required bandwidth. Because 
of self-phase modulation and group-velocity dispersion occurring in the fiber, 
these pulses leaving the fiber can have a pulse width up to 240psand a bandwidth 
up to 30 P\. This bandwidth is wide enough for us to accurately study the 
minimum rise time of the shaped pulse versus the input laser bandwidth as 

I 
described in Eq. (10). A 50% beam splitter transmits the input laser pulses and 
picks up the shaped pulses, which are sent back from the two-grating pulse- 
shaping system. The input laser beam, before entering the two-grating system, 
is collimated to different input beam sizes for different experimental conditions. 
The returned 2-mm laser beam, picked off by the beam splitter, is focused by a 
200-mm focal-length lens into a 200-pm pinhole before entering into the streak 
camera. The spatial filtering reduces the effects of optical aberrations and ghost 
reflections that cause temporal modulation because of the interference effects 
from the space-to-time mapping. The time resolution of the streak camera used 
to measure the shaped pulse is -14 ps. 

The two-grating system shown in Fig. 53.36 is specifically for narrow- 
bandwidth pulses. Behind each grating two mirrors are used to double the 
angular dispersion and the group delay. The equivalent grating position of 
this folded-beam design is located midway between the two mirrors. Two 
transmission gratings are operated at 67.5" Littrow configuration. Both gratings 
have a 6-in. clear aperture and were holographically made using a new 
interferometric s ~ h e m e . l ~ > ' ~ ~ h e  focal lengths of the lenses arefl =f4= 600 mm 
and,f2 = f3 = 80 mm. For our convenience we have used positive focal lengths 

fZ and f3 Two turning mirrors are mounted on an optical rail and are used to 
adjust the optical path length between the f2 lens and thef3 lens (i.e., t3). The 
effective grating separation L described by Eq. (19) can be easily varied by 
shifting these two turning mirrors. 

When aligning the,fl lens, a retro-reflecting mirror is temporaril y placed at the 
back focus of the f; lens. This mirror reflects the laser beam back to the beam 
splitter and the streak camera. The distance between the first grating and the f l  
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Fig. 53.36 
Experimental setup for narrow-band pulses. BS: beam splitter; GI  and G2: transmission 
gratings. 

lens is determined when no transverse-frequency chirp can be seen using the 
streak camera. The distance between the f3 lens and the f4 lens is accurately set 
using shearing interferometry. The second grating angle is carefully adjusted 
such that no transverse-frequency chirp can be seen using the streak camera. The 
fine adjustment of the fi lens position moves the Fourier plane to the spectral 
mask. We use an adjustable aperture (iris) in front of the system's retro-reflecting 
mirror as a binary spectral window to obtain square pulses. When shaping broad- 
bandwidth pulses, both the lenscs inside the grating pair and the mirrors behind 
the gratings are removed, since the required grating separation is just several 
meters. The two-grating system is then like thc one shown in Fig. 53.3 1 .  

Simple experiments and calculations demonstrate the performance of the 
spectral pulse-shaping system. Table 53.1 shows the mcasured and calculated 
rise times of the stretched and shaped pulses under different frequency-chirp 
conditions: AUAT = 20 h n s ,  5 ,&Ins, 1 h n s .  0.6 1 k n s ,  and 0.13 h n s .  In order 
to obtain this wide range of frequency chirp it is necessary to rnodify the 
two-grating setup in Fig. 53.36 to provide the required grating separation. For 
AWAr = 20 h n s ,  the lenses between the gratings and the mirrors behind each 
grating in Fig. 53.36 are removed. For AUAr = 5.0 ~ / n s ,  the two mirrors behind 
each grating are installed to double the angular dispersion and shorten the 
rcquiredgrating separation. ForAUAT= I . o h  and0.61 k n s ,  the lens system 
is placcdinside thegrating pair as shown in Fig. 53.36, but the two mirrors behind 
each grating arc rcmoved. For AWAT= 0.13 k n s ,  the experimental setup is the 
same as in Fig. 53.36. The effective grating separations for the narrow-band 
cases, AWAT= 1 .O A/ns,0.61 A/ns, and 0.13 Alns. are calculated from Eq. (19). 
The width of the spectral windows2-sl is adjusted so that a shaped pulse width 
of I -ns (FWHM) is obtained. In each case, the spectral resolution is adjusted to 
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the optimal value [Eq. (1 2)] by controlling the beam waist w,. The minimum rise 
time T,,, and the risc time T,. at a = %/4 are calculated from Eqs. (10) and (1 I), 
respectively. Table 53.1 shows that the measured rise times are well located 
between the calculated minimum risc times 'rmi, and the estimated rise times 7,. 

Tablc 53.1: Measured and calculated rise times in different experimental conditions. 

*x/AT Measured 
Tmtn 5r 

( k n s )  m e  t ~ m e  ( a  = d 4 )  X2 - M ' ~  
(mm) (mm) 

(PS) (PSI ---- 
No imaging 

20 34f 7 34 40 No folding 4.2 3 8 2 

No imaging 
5 .0 7857 68 8 1 Folded beam 4 36 17 1.5 

With Imaging 
1 .0 175_+11 153 182 No folding 67.5 35 5 

Wlth imaging 
0.6 1 201f 11 198 236 No folding 11 1 35 6 

With imaging 
0.13 50 1 k30 424 505 Folded beam 132 20 7 

Figure 53.37 shows experimental (solid lines) and calculated (dotted lines) 
pulse shapes of the stretched and shaped pulses for cases (a) 20 k n s .  (b) 5 A/ns, 
(c) 1 b n s ,  and (d) 0.13 A/ns. The theoretical curves are obtained from 
numerically solving Eqs. (1) and (2) and are further checked against Eq. (8). 
The parameters L , x 2 - x , ,  and M),, used in this calculation, are listed inTable 53.1. 
In all cases, the rising (or trailing) edge$ of both theoretical curves and 
experimental results are vcry well matched. 

The intensity (energy) noisc near the peak of each experiniental curve does 
not randomly vary during the course of many measurements. It was found to be 
fixed and different for each experimental sctup. The noise is produced from 
several sources. The defects on the second grating affect thc diffraction efficiency 
for each frequency component of the laser beam and imprint the noise on the 
output-shaped pulse. Thisnoisecan be identified by moving thegrating such that 
the noise pattern changes as the grating moves. Also, etalon effects produced 
from transmission gratings and other optics cause beat patterns on top of the 
linearly chirped pulse."edged optics should be used in shaping of linearly 
ch~rped pulses. In addition, lens aberrations canchange the characteristics of the 
laser-beam waist on the Fourierplane and affect the shaped pulse. This noise can 
be reduced by spatially filtering the shaped laser beam. Each of these sources of 
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- -  Experimental - - Calculated 

7-- ---- 

-1.5 0.0 1.5 -1.5 0.0 1.5 
E6425 Time (nh) Tirne (ns) 

Fig. 53.37 
Experimental (solid lines) and calculated (dotted lines) results of the stretched and shaped 
pulses under different frequency-chirp conditions: (a) 20 A/ns, (b) 5 a n s ,  (c) 1 ~ l n s ,  and 
(d) 0.1 3 &ns. The measured rise times are (a) 34 ps, (b) 78 ps. (c) 175 ps. and (d) 501 ps. 

To show the tlcxibility of the spectral pulse-shaping technique we present the 
two shaped pulses shown in Fig. 53.38. The experimental setup is that shown in 
Fig. 53.36 without modification. Theexperimcntal parameters are L= 27 m and 
rrl, = I mm. The frequency chirp is 0.6 A/ns. These two pulses are arbitrarily 
shaped using a simple binary mask in the spectral plane. The flexibility of this 
technique is currently limited by the availability of masks with variable-gray 
Icvcls. However, from this simple demonstration we can infer that the spectral 
pulse-shaping technique is capable of producing a wide range of pulse shapes. 
System tlexibility is important for later studies, using the OMEGA Upgrade, of 
how target performance is affected by laser pulse shapes. 

Conclusion 
This article has reported on all optical techniques for shaping and stretching 

nanosecond linearly chirped pulses. The fidelity of the mapping from the spec~ral 
mask to the temporal p ~ ~ l s e  shape for a linearly chirped pulse has been shown to 
be dependent on thc laser bandwidth, the frequency chirp, and the spectral 
resolution. Proper design of thcsc parameters leads to fast rise times and stable, 
smooth pulse shapes. A pulse-strelching schcme for narrow-band pulses was 
also presented and tested in this study. This spectral pulsc-shaping technique 
provides the required stability, flexibility, and fast rise times necessary for laser- 
fusion research. Future investigation will include the injection of shaped pulses 
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into a regenerative amplifier, the generation of linearly chirped pulses from 
electro-optical modulators, the use of a zero-dispersion pulse-shaping scheme, 
and the deployment of a liquid-crystal, spectral-light modulator for flexible 
mask generation. 

E6452 Time (ns) Time (ns) 

Fig. 53.38 
Simpleexamples of shapedpulses showing the spectral pulse-shaping technique capable 
of producing a wide range of pulse shapes. The frequency chirp is 0.6 &ns for both cases. 
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Section 2 
NATIONAL LASER USERS FACILITY 
NEWS 

The first quarter of FY93 activity supported experiments from five NLUF users. 
Experiments from H. Griem (University of Maryland), C. Hooper (University 
bf Florida), J. SeelyIU. Feldman [Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)], 
K. MizunoIP. Drake (Plasma Physics Research Institute), and A. Honig 
(Syracuse University) were scheduled and fielded on the OMEGA laser system. 
These experiments were scheduled as both dedicated laser time (A. Honig, 
H. Griem, and C. Hooper) and shots interleaved with LLE target shots (J. Seely 
and K. Mizuno). Instrumentation for these experiments was provided by the 
experimenters and by LLE. 

H. Griem and J. Moreno from the University of Maryland completed their 
shots to study x-ray and XUV spectroscopy from high-density implosions. The 
targets used for this experiment were spherical plastic shells filled with Ne and 
D2/Ne mixtures. Time-dependent line emission was measured with SPEAXS 
and a streak camera with a variable-space grating before the entrance slit. The 
proposed experiment was to measure the details of the line shapes as a function 
of core density. 

C. Hooper did a similar series of experiments with Ar- and D2/Ar-filled plastic 
shells. SPEAXS and a flat-crystal spectrograph built by NRLcoupled to a streak 
camera were used to measure the time-dependent x-ray line shape of the 
Ar k-shell emission. These data are being analyzed by the group at the University 
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J. Seely and U. Feldrnan developed two instruments and fielded a series of 
experiments using Xe- and Xe/D2-filled plastic shells. A high-resolution flat- 
crystal spectrograph was developed asa front end for a large-format x-ray streak 
camera. The high resolution was needed to measure the time-dependent line 
spectroscopy of the xenon L-shell emission from imploded targets. This work 
was done in collaboration with scientists from LLNL and used a diagnostic that 
will be used for OMEGA Upgrade target implosions. This group has also devel- 
oped a high-resolu~ion Cassegrain XUV microscope. The instrument resolution 
was measured at two magnifications with Kodak I01 and Kodak 104 films. 

K. Mizuno and P. Drake continued the development ofa diagnostic to measure 
Thompson scattering from the ion-acoustic decay instability. This experiment 
used the long-scale-length plasmas generated on the OMEGA laser for plasrna- 
interactionexperiments. One OMEGA beam was used as the Thompson scattering 
probe beam. Time-dependent optical and UV spectroscopy was used to 
characterize the plasma and measure the scattered light. 

A. Honig continued his development of a cryogenic target-handling system. 
This effort is needed for his research into fusion of spin-polarized HD and 
D2 targets. 
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Section 3 
LASER SYSTEM REPORT 

3.A GDL Facility Report 

The refurbishment of the GDLfacility, managed by J. Kelly, continued during 
the first quarter of FY93. This work will continue through the summer of 1993. 
Remodeling of the laser room, target room, and power-conditioning room has 
been completed. The tables needed to mount the laser system are in place and the 
laser hardware is being installed. The current OMEGA target chamber will be 
used as the new GDL target chamber. It will be installed during the second quarter 
of FY93. 

3.B OMEGA Facility Report 

The OMEGA laser facility fired a total of 528 shots during the first quarter of 
FY93. These shots were divided among driver-line, target-irradiation, laser- 
system, and software-test shots. The last shot on the current OMEGA laser 
system was taken 18 December 1992 at 17:08. The system is now shut down to 
begin the construction needed for the OMEGA Upgrade system. 

The 282 target shots during this period included long-scale-length plasma 
interactions, induced, low-order, 1-mode illumination asymmetrical implosions, 
measurement of the burnthrough time of plastic ablation layers (ablation layer- 
stability characterization), and five NLUF projects. These experiments were 
done with both Gaussian pulses and pulses with fast rise times. 
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The shot summary for the OMEGA laser this quarter is as follows: 

Driver line 166 

Laser system 68 

Software tests 12 

Target shots 282 

TOTAL 528 
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